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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. This action seeks damages suffered by plaintiff Andrew Myers as the 

result of a scheme perpetrated by the defendants and masterminded by Seung Heun Lee, also 

known as Ilchi Lee (hereafter "Ilchi Lee"), to defraud plaintiff Myers and others similarly 

situated through false promises of "healing," "self-awareness," and "brain education," among 

other things. Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization, working through the defendants and others, 

engaged in thought reform exercises designed to deprive plaintiff Myers and others of 

independent, rational thought and coerce them into devoting their time and money to further the 

financial interests of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization. 

2. As set forth in further detail below, plaintiff Myers and others were 

fraudulently led to believe that the "mission" of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization is "to 

empower individuals to better manage their lives, enhance their quality of life, and foster the 

values of health, happiness and peace" by assisting "individuals to heal themselves, their 

families, and their local and global communities." In reality, funds raised for the Dahn 

Organization serve primarily to support Ilchi Lee's lavish lifestyle. 

3. Also as described below, in support and furtherance of their scheme to 

defraud plaintiff Myers and others, Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization created a complex web 

of corporate entities, including the defendants and others, which are connected through an 

organization-wide Intranet and other lines of communication that are used to conduct and 

reinforce the thought reform activities designed to perpetuate the fraud by convincing followers 

of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization to seek out new victims, and thus new sources of funding 

for the Dahn Organization. 



B. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. Plaintiff Myers1 claims for relief are based upon defendants' conspiracy 

and systematic pattern of conduct, including violations of the federal mail fraud (18 U.S.C. § 

1341) and wire fraud (18 U.S.C. § 1343) statutes, all in violation of the Racketeer Influenced and 

Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) (18 U.S.C. §§ 1961 et seq.). Plaintiff Myers also claims 

damages for defendants' violations of the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. §§ 206, 207), as 

well as defendants' violations of Virginia statutory and common law as alleged below. 

Accordingly, this Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1337, and 

1367. This Court may exercise personal jurisdiction over each of the parties pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 1965 and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

5. Venue in this district is appropriate pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and 

18 U.S.C. § 1965, as a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims occurred here, and 

defendants reside and transact their business here either directly or through their agents. 

C. PARTIES AND NON-PARTY PARTICIPANTS 

1. Plaintiff 

6. Plaintiff Andrew H. Myers is an individual and a current resident of the 

State of Vermont. From September 2007 through August 2008, which encompasses the events 

giving rise to this Complaint, plaintiff Myers resided in Alexandria, Virginia. Plaintiff Myers 

continues to incur damages and suffer the consequences of defendants' actions. Plaintiff is a 

"person" as defined by 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961(3) and 1964(c). 

2. Defendants 

7. The defendants listed in paragraphs 9 through 17 are "persons" as defined 

by 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961(3) and 1962(c). 



8. The defendants listed in paragraphs 9 through 17 are an interwoven 

network that exists to defraud others of their time and money by falsely claiming that both will 

be used to implement Ilchi Lee's purported "Vision" of achieving world peace under his own 

enlightened leadership through the dissemination of "brain education," "brain respiration," and 

other techniques, whereby individuals supposedly learn to access an unused portion of their 

brains to control their life energy, attain spiritual awakening, and become "earth humans" who 

are "one" with themselves, each other, and the Earth. 

9. Defendant Seung Heun Lee, a/k/a Ilchi Lee, Seuseungnim, Grand Master 

Seung Heun Lee, and/or Sung Hung Lee ("Ilchi Lee") is an individual residing at 80 Rufous 

Lane, Sedona, Arizona 86336, and/or Seoul, Korea, and/or elsewhere. Ilchi Lee is the founder of 

Dahn Yoga and the originator of the "Brain Education," "Brain Respiration," and "Brain 

Vibration" concepts and related practices employed at Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, including 

the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, and at various retreats and "training" seminars in Sedona, 

Arizona and elsewhere. Upon information and belief, Ilchi Lee controls defendant Dahn World 

Co., Ltd., a Korean corporation that, among other things, owns 74% of defendant Dahn Yoga & 

Health Centers, Inc., and four meditation centers in Arizona. Ilchi Lee is the founder and 

President of defendant BR Consulting and a director of defendant Tao Fellowship. 

10. Defendant Dahn World Co., Ltd. ("Dahn World"), is a Korean corporation 

that upon information and belief is controlled by Ilchi Lee and that, until at least July 24, 2008, 

was licensed to do business in the State of Arizona. Dahn World owns 74% of defendant Dahn 

Yoga & Health Centers, Inc. Dahn World shares a director with defendant Dahn Yoga & Health 

Centers, Inc. Dahn World owns four meditation centers in Arizona, including, upon information 

and belief, the Sedona Ilchi Meditation Center and the Sedona Mago Retreat in Sedona, Arizona. 

Dahn World provides secure Internet computer services for the operation of Dahn Centers 



located in the United States and throughout the world. Dahn World maintains an Internet 

website related to the Dahn Yoga Centers, which is accessible under a variety of domain names, 

including dahnyoga.com, and dahncenter.com. Dahn World operates a password-protected 

Intranet service for authorized Dahn Organization members and employees to access proprietary 

and confidential information called "BRMnet" and/or "JJAN." 

11. Defendant BR Consulting NJ, Inc., d/b/a BR Consulting, Inc. ("BR 

Consulting"), is a New Jersey corporation with its principal place of business at 1146 West 

Highway 89A, Suite B, Sedona, Arizona 86336 and/or 452 Jordon Road, Suite B, Sedona, 

Arizona 86336. Defendant Ilchi Lee is the founder, President, and Chief Operating Officer of 

BR Consulting. BR Consulting licenses proprietary rights, i.e., Ilchi Lee's philosophy and "Brain 

Education" principles and practices, to other Dahn-related entities, including defendant Dahn 

Yoga & Health Centers, Inc., its affiliates, and related meditation and retreat centers in the 

United States. BR Consulting identifies the following entities, among others, as subsidiaries: 

Honor's Haven Resort & Spa in Ellenville, New York; defendants HSP Ranch & Earth Village in 

Vanderhoof, British Columbia, Canada; Ilchi Center for Applied Neuroscience in Sedona, 

Arizona; and CGI Fitness Center in Closter, New Jersey. 

12. Defendant Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc. ("DYHC") is an Arizona 

corporation with its principal place of business at 1910 S. Stapley Drive, Suite 109, Mesa, 

Arizona 85204. DYHC shares a director with defendant Dahn World. Defendant Dahn World 

owns 74% of the stock of DYHC. In 2009, the Secretary and Treasurer of DYHC was also the 

President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Director of defendant Dahn Foundation. DYHC operates 

directly or is affiliated with nearly 1,000 Dahn Yoga centers worldwide, including defendant 

Dahn Yoga and Health Family Center in Alexandria, Virginia, where plaintiff Andrew Myers 

was introduced to Dahn Yoga and Ilchi Lee's influence. DYHC, through local Dahn Yoga 



centers, offers Dahn Yoga classes and instruction in defendant Ilchi Lee's "Brain Education" and 

"Brain Vibration" concepts, and convinces participants, including plaintiff Myers, to attend more 

intense "training" and "healing" programs at affiliated retreat centers, such as the Sedona Mago 

Retreat Center and the Sedona Ilchi Meditation Center in Sedona, Arizona, and the Honor's 

Haven Resort & Spa in Ellenville, New York, where plaintiff Myers received Dahn "training." 

A related entity named "Mago Earth, Inc.," merged with DYHC in or about July 2007, and is 

now wholly owned by DYHC. 

13. Defendant Dahn Yoga and Healing Family Center, a/k/a Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Studio and/or Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center ("Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center"), is a 

Virginia corporation with its principal place of business at 1630 King St., Ste-A, Alexandria, 

Virginia 22314. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center is operated by and/or affiliated with defendant 

DYHC. Plaintiff Myers was first introduced to Dahn Yoga classes and instruction in defendant 

Ilchi Lee's "Brain Education" and "Brain Vibration" concepts at Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center. 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center later employed plaintiff Myers. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center 

convinced plaintiff Myers to attend more intense "training" programs at affiliated facilities, 

including the Sedona Mago Retreat Center in Sedona, Arizona, the Sedona Ilchi Meditation 

Center in Sedona, Arizona, and the Honor's Haven Resort & Spa in Ellenville, New York. The 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center is connected to Ilchi Lee and the other defendants through 

telephone wires, the internet, and the intranet BRMnet and JJAN systems. The Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center receives instructions from Ilchi Lee and other Dahn leadership and coordinates its 

wrongful activities with them. 

14. Defendant Tao Fellowship is an Arizona non-profit entity with its 

principal place of business at 3500 E. Bill Gray Road, Sedona, Arizona 86336. Defendant Ilchi 

Lee has been a Director of Tao Fellowship since July 2000. Tao Fellowship owns and operates 



the Sedona Ilchi Meditation Center ("SIMC") and the Sedona Mago Retreat Center ("SMRC"). 

SIMC hosts activities including "YEHA" (Young Earth Human Alliance) youth camps, including 

those attended by plaintiff Myers, and the Dahn "Healer School." SMRC hosts "Tao Holistic 

Healing" and "DahnMuDo School," both of which were attended by plaintiff Myers. 

15. Defendant Dahn Foundation is an Arizona non-profit organization that 

was founded by defendant DYHC. In 2009, the President, Secretary, and Treasurer of the Dahn 

Foundation was also the Secretary and Treasurer of defendant DYHC. The Dahn Foundation 

coordinates volunteer activities in fifteen major cities in the United States and provides "brain 

education" training to members of those communities. The Dahn Foundation provides support 

for the "Phoenix Project," which purports to be a community service initiative. Plaintiff Myers 

attended a Phoenix Project session in Seattle, Washington in February 2008. 

16. Defendant HSP Ranch, Inc., a/k/a HSP Earth Village, is a Canadian 

corporation with its principal place of business at 68241 Kenny Dam Road, Vanderhoof, British 

Columbia, Canada VOJ 3A1. Defendant BR Consulting identifies defendant HSP Ranch & 

Earth Village as a subsidiary. Plaintiff Myers attended a "Chunhwa Meditation Tour" at HSP 

Earth Village in July 2008. 

17. Defendants DOES 1 through 20 are individuals, corporations, and other 

entities not yet specifically identified by plaintiff, which participated in the conspiracy and 

pattern of unlawful acts that resulted in damage to plaintiff Myers and others. 

3. Non-Party Participants 

18. Jung Sun Lee is an individual who, at the times relevant to this complaint, 

served as a "Master" at the Dahn Yoga & Fitness Center in Alexandria, Virginia, and served as a 

regional "Master" for the Dahn Organization. 



19. Jong Sum Kim is an individual who, at the times relevant to this 

complaint, supervised the Dahn Yoga & Fitness Center in Alexandria, Virginia, and instructed 

plaintiff Myers that it was permissible to break laws in order to achieve one's "Vision." 

20. Michael Munson is an individual who, at the times relevant to this 

complaint, served as a "Master" for the Dahn Organization and led plaintiff Myers and others in 

various activities, including "DahnMuDo School," the "Phoenix Project," and "YEHA" (Young 

Earth Human Alliance) activities. 

21. Chun Hae, a/k/a "Master Blue Ocean," is an individual who, at the times 

relevant to this complaint, served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization and trained 

plaintiff Myers at a YEHA camp and at a retreat at Honor's Haven in Ellenville, New York. Hae 

claimed that the Dahn Organization cured her of polio. 

22. Byuk Won Sunsa nim is an individual who, at the times relevant to this 

complaint, served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization and trained plaintiff Myers 

at DahnMuDo School. 

23. Moon Hyerin is an individual who, at the times relevant to this complaint, 

served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization responsible for recruiting young 

people through YEHA and Phoenix Project activities, including those attended by plaintiff 

Myers. 

24. Woo Seok Jang is an individual who, at the times relevant to this 

complaint, served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization and instructed plaintiff 

Myers at DahnMuDo School in Sedona, Arizona. 

25. Master Bright is an individual who, at the times relevant to this complaint, 

served as a high-level "Master" and as the Washington, D.C. Regional Director for the Dahn 
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Organization. Master Bright was involved in training plaintiff Myers before and after his 

attendance at Shim Sung, Initial Awakening, and the Phoenix Project. 

26. Master Song is an individual who, at the times relevant to this complaint, 

served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization and was the manager of the Bethesda, 

Maryland Dahn Yoga Center, where plaintiff Myers attended training sessions. 

27. Melissa [Last Name Unknown] is an individual who, at the times relevant 

to this complaint, served as a high-level "Master" for the Dahn Organization and as a Regional 

Master in New Mexico. She coordinated the Internship training in Sedona, Arizona, and the 

Chunhwa Meditation Tour in British Columbia, Canada, that plaintiff Myers attended. 

28. Amy Shipley is an individual who was recruited into and defrauded by the 

Dahn organization from approximately the Fall of 2006 through August 2008 in a manner similar 

to that experienced by plaintiff Myers. 

29. Heather Simeral is an individual who was recruited into and defrauded by 

the Dahn organization from approximately the January 2005 through early 2007 in a manner 

similar to that experienced by plaintiff Myers. 

30. Marjory Gargosh is an individual who was recruited into and defrauded by 

the Dahn organization from approximately March 2004 through August 2007 in a manner similar 

to that experienced by plaintiff Myers. 

31. Defendants and the Non-Party Participants are "persons" within the 

meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3). As explained in further detail below, many of these persons 

acted both independently and in concert to commit a variety of illegal acts, including mail fraud 

and wire fraud, all under the umbrella of the "Dahn Organization," an enterprise-in-fact as 

described below, and all for the purpose of advancing the financial interests of the Dahn 

Organization and its leader, Ilchi Lee. 
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D. THE ENTERPRISE 

32. At all times relevant to this Complaint, the defendants listed in paragraphs 

9 through 17, along with others, constituted an "enterprise" as defined in 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961(4) 

and 1962(c) (hereinafter the "Dahn Organization"). The Dahn Organization was an association-

in-fact among individuals and corporations acting in concert to target, control, and defraud its 

victims of their health, liberty, and property for the financial benefit of the Dahn Organization 

and its leader, Ilchi Lee. The Dahn Organization was engaged in, and its activities affected, 

interstate and foreign commerce. 

33. In the early 1980s, defendant Ilchi Lee opened a Dahn Center in Seoul, 

Korea, where he purported to use "ancient" Korean mind-body training methods to address 

physical symptoms and problems as well as to enhance "mental and emotional well-being." The 

Dahn network of local "yoga centers" and other related organizations now extends across the 

United States and around the globe, including South Korea, Japan, Canada, United Kingdom, 

Germany, Russia, Sweden, Brazil, and South Africa. 

34. The leaders and members of Dahn Organization refer to the organization 

and its components as the W.H.O., or "World Hong-Ik Organization" ("Hong-Ik" translates from 

Korean to English as "One World"). 

35. The Dahn Organization's component entities share officers and directors 

and are otherwise interrelated, as explained in paragraphs 9 through 17, above. 

36. The Dahn Organization operates in a hierarchical manner. Ilchi Lee 

coordinates and directs the Dahn Organization's strategy within the United States and worldwide. 

In the United States, instructions and information flow from Ilchi Lee and national elements of 

the Dahn Organization to individual Dahn Yoga centers. Each successively higher level of the 
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Dahn Organization has fewer individuals with more power and authority. Individuals at the 

Dahn Organization's lower levels support its higher echelons both logistically and financially. 

37. Instructions and information originating from Ilchi Lee and his higher 

echelon of individuals and entities frequently are disseminated by telephone, over the internet, by 

e-mail, through the mails, and through face-to-face contact. The flow of information is strictly 

controlled, and the Dahn Organization's employees and agents are given access to increasing 

information as they are progressively indoctrinated and are promoted through the Dahn 

Organization's ranks. 

38. After receiving instructions and information, individual Dahn Yoga 

centers implement the Dahn Organization's strategy locally using persons known as "Masters," 

who are assigned to local Dahn Yoga centers but trained by the national Dahn Organization. 

39. Dahn Yoga centers are typically managed by at least two Masters - a head 

Master and a Sabumnim, or head instructor. Operating above local Masters, a Regional Master 

and a Vice Regional Master coordinate and direct local Dahn Yoga centers in particular 

geographic areas. In turn, Regional Masters are coordinated and directed by Masters responsible 

for the eastern and western United States, respectively. At the highest level, Ilchi Lee and a 

group of trusted advisers coordinate and direct the Dahn Organization's national strategy. 

E. THE PURPOSE, METHODS, AND MEANS OF THE ENTERPRISE 

40. The purpose of the Dahn Organization, operating through its members and 

other affiliated individuals, is to financially exploit the Dahn Organization's customers, 

members, and employees for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and its leader, Ilchi Lee. The 

Dahn Organization deceptively communicates its financial goals to its victims in terms of 

individual betterment and altruism in order to hide its true purpose. 
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41. The Dahn Organization assigns to its members and affiliates so-called 

"Visions" - specific, periodic revenue and recruitment goals that individual Dahn Yoga centers 

are expected to attain. Visions are expressed in terms of dollar amounts and the number of 

individuals who purchase services and/or memberships from the Dahn Organization. After 

individual Dahn Yoga centers receive orders from the Dahn Organization defining their 

respective Visions, revenue and recruiting goals are subdivided among Masters and other Dahn 

Yoga employees and agents. All Dahn Yoga employees and agents are expected to contribute to 

the local Dahn Yoga center's Vision and to increase their contribution by augmenting their own 

individual Visions. Within individual Dahn Yoga centers and across the Dahn Organization, 

there is intense competition among Masters to achieve ever-increasing revenue and recruitment 

goals. 

42. Masters manage local operations and attempt to recruit new members to 

join individual Dahn Yoga centers. After individuals join local Dahn Yoga centers, Masters then 

pressure the new members to commit additional time and money to the Dahn Organization and 

to formally serve the Dahn Organization as volunteers, "Interns," and "Masters-in-Training." 

43. The Dahn Organization places extreme emphasis on each individual 

employee's and agent's ability to generate profits and increase membership. All Dahn 

Organization employees and agents - from Regional Masters to Volunteers - strive to increase 

the size of their contribution, i.e., their "Vision." As a result, systemic pressure exists to expand 

the Dahn Organization using whatever means necessary in order to facilitate Ilchi Lee's plan to 

obtain as many followers and as much power and wealth as possible. 

44. The Dahn Organization advertises its "yoga" and "energy healing" centers, 

as well as its affiliated retreat centers, foundations, and training programs through national 

telephone numbers, the U.S. Mail, the Internet, and by e-mail. For example, the organization 
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maintains a toll-free customer service line (1-877-HSP-YOGA), a customer service e-mail 

account (customerservice@dahnyoga.com), blog accounts (www.ilchilee.net; www.ilchilee.org), 

and various internet sites, including: www.dahnyoga.com; http://www.dahnhealer.com; 

www.ilchi.com; www.dahnfoundation.org; www.sedonamagoretreat.org; 

www.bestlifemedia.com; and www.brconsultingglobal.com). 

45. The Dahn Organization uses intranet websystems for communication 

among its leadership and employees called "BRMnet" and "JJAN." Members and employees 

obtain access to BRMnet/JJAN, but are not initially entrusted with all of the systems' contents. 

Communication within the Dahn Organization is also accomplished by telephone, the U.S. Mail, 

the Internet, by e-mail, and through face-to-face contact. 

46. The Dahn Organization operates as a continuing and ever-expanding unit, 

with both formal and informal networks for communicating orders and instructions to its various 

component entities, all for the purpose of defrauding its victims of their property, diminishing 

their capacity to exercise their free will, and manipulating them into perpetuating and inflicting 

the Dahn Organization's scheme to defraud upon new victims. 

1. The Dahn Organization's Conspiracy and Scheme To Defraud 

a. Use of Thought Reform Techniques 

47. The Dahn Organization uses various thought reform techniques and tools 

of psychological manipulation to overcome the free will and independent judgment of its 

potential customers, existing customers, members, and employees, in order to control their 

thoughts and behavior and to facilitate their financial exploitation. Thought reform techniques 

employed by the Dahn Organization involve systematic application of undue mental and 

emotional pressure and use of mind-altering physical and meditative exercises. 
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48. The Dahn Organization's structure and ideology are intentionally designed 

to indoctrinate and control its potential customers, existing customers, members, and employees. 

The Dahn Organization first lures its victims into its ranks with promises of individual 

betterment, physical well-being, and societal harmony. The Dahn Organization then convinces 

its victims that those idealistic goals can only be achieved by contributing more time and money 

to Dahn Yoga by sacrificing the victims' sense of individualism and breaking connections with 

family and friends. 

1. Initial Indoctrination 

49. Upon becoming affiliated with the Dahn Organization, new customers, 

members, and employees are convinced that they are not yet worthy to serve its ends. The Dahn 

Organization, in part through misrepresentation of its "Masters'" experience and training, 

instructs its targeted recruits that all physical, mental, or emotional ailments - both real and 

perceived - are attributable to "energy blockages" and incomplete spiritual development. In 

order to "heal" themselves, the Dahn Organization claims that these recruits must whole 

heartedly embrace Ilchi Lee's and the Dahn Organization's ideology and command. The Dahn 

Organization then pressures its customers, members, and employees to relinquish control of all 

aspects of their lives to the Dahn Organization and its "Masters." The cumulative effect is 

intense psychological pressure to accept and conform to the teachings of the Dahn Organization, 

which the Dahn Organization then exploits for its own financial gain. 

50. The Dahn Organization's approach to mind and behavioral control is 

systematic and all-encompassing. The Dahn Organization attempts to control its victims' 

behavior, access to information, thoughts, and emotions. 

51. The Dahn Organization controls its victims' behavior by pressuring them 

to commit first to the Dahn Organization's prescription for self-betterment, growth, and healing. 
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Once that is achieved, the victims are systematically manipulated into devoting all physical and 

intellectual efforts to the expansion of the Dahn Organization. Employees and agents of the 

Dahn Organization are pressured to sever family ties and live together in communal housing, eat 

the same meals from a limited diet, and dress in uniforms that denote their relative rank within 

the Dahn Organization. All free time must be devoted to serving the Dahn Organization's efforts 

to expand its customer base. Permission is required for all significant decisions, and time spent 

with those outside the Dahn Organization's structure is strongly discouraged. Employees and 

agents are deprived of sleep and adequate nutrition. Any leisure time is considered a waste. 

Customers and members, after paying for "services" and "training," are taught to look at the 

Dahn Organization's employees and agents as examples of behavior and devotion to which they 

should try to conform. 

52. The Dahn Organization controls the information available to its customers, 

members, employees, and agents in order to further indoctrinate them and control their thoughts 

and behavior. Written and electronic publications and propaganda espousing the Dahn 

Organization's ideology are extolled while all outside information is discredited. Information 

contradictory to the teachings of Ilchi Lee is referred to within the Dahn Organization as "anti-

information." The flow of information regarding the Dahn Organization is heavily 

compartmentalized, and is only conveyed to those within the Dahn Organization on a need-to-

know basis. The Dahn Organization's true structure and purpose is intentionally concealed from 

newcomers, and progressively revealed only as they are drawn deeper into the organization. 

53. Efforts to control the thought processes of customers, members, and 

employees are central to the Dahn Organization's ideology. The purpose of the Dahn 

Organization's program of exercise and meditation is to force participants to give up 

independent, rational thought. The Dahn Organization attributes to individual weakness any 
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thought that does not conform to the its conception of "truth" or "good," and leads its victims to 

believe that their weakness can be mitigated by paying for additional training, services, and 

products. Victims are scolded and humiliated in front of their peers if they engage in 

independent thought or question the Dahn Organization's ideology or principles. 

54. The Dahn Organization uses esoteric or "loaded" language to control the 

thoughts of its customers, members, and employees. Everyday ideas and expressions are 

redefined in a special syntax that its rooted in the Dahn Organization's ideology. Those who do 

not use or understand the jargon become outsiders, incapable of comprehending the Dahn 

Organization or its ideology. Thoughts that cannot be adequately expressed within the loaded 

language's parameters are treated as unworthy of consideration. 

55. The Dahn Organization engages in emotional manipulation. Positive 

emotions that are not associated with the Dahn Organization are painted as negatives and become 

a source of guilt. Satisfaction derived from time spent with family and friends or engaging in 

leisure activities is considered a selfish distraction. The Dahn Organization assigns all fault and 

blame for an individual's problems and difficulties to that individual's failure to grow spiritually, 

i.e., to fully embrace the Dahn Organization's ideology and its agents' direction. The Dahn 

Organization uses the resulting sense of failure, guilt, and personal responsibility to further 

manipulate the individual. 

2. "Exercises" 

56. The Dahn Organization employs idiosyncratic physical and meditation 

exercises to control its victims' thoughts and behavior. The Dahn Organization represents that 

these techniques are beneficial, derived from traditional Eastern medicine but personally adapted 

and improved by Ilchi Lee. In fact, the "exercises" serve no medical or other beneficial purpose. 

Rather, they are intentionally employed by members of the Dahn Organization to erode an 
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individual's rational thought processes and natural inhibitions, thereby making the individual 

increasingly susceptible to the Dahn Organization's undue influence. 

57. Many of the exercise-related thought reform techniques employed by the 

Dahn Organization use repetitive physical movements to draw an individual's awareness away 

from immediate surroundings and to impede conscious thought. The result is a hypnotic or semi-

hypnotic state (sometimes referred to as a "trance-state") that leaves the individual vulnerable to 

outside influence and the power of suggestion. Among the techniques frequently used by the 

Dahn Organization are: 

a) "Ji Gam," which literally means "stop thinking" in Korean. It consists of 

sitting with hands spread apart in front of one's chest and concentrating on the "energy" 

between the palm of the hands in order to attain the "alpha level" of consciousness. 

b) "Brain Wave Vibration," in which participants are instructed to vigorously 

shake their heads back and forth until the movement induces a trance-like or euphoric 

state of mind. The process can involve continuous head shaking for an hour or more 

before the desired effect is produced. 

c) "Dahnjon Tapping," in which participants tap the area between the groin 

and navel, drawing their awareness toward their abdomen and away from conscious 

thought processes. 

d). "Tao Holistic Healing," which requires participants to slap themselves - or 

to be slapped by the Dahn Masters - repeatedly. When bruising occurs, it is attributed to 

the body's release of "stagnant energy," rather than the force of the strike. 

58. The Dahn Organization frequently uses "exercises" such as Ji Gam, Brain 

Wave Vibration, Dahnjon Tapping, Tao Holistic Healing, and other similar thought reform 

techniques erode the participants' ability to engage in rational thought, to exercise free will, and 
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to resist undue influence. During each Dahn "yoga" class, students are guided through one or 

more of those techniques in order to induce the trance-state. Immediately after the classes, when 

members are most susceptible to manipulation and suggestion, instructors and Masters pressure 

the students to pay for more Dahn Organization programs - including extra exercise and 

meditation classes, membership packages, special trainings, "healing" sessions, and out-of-town 

retreats - by representing that those programs are needed for the students' "growth of the soul." 

In truth, Dahn Organization employees and agents intentionally exploit their customers, 

members, and employees for the purpose of defrauding them and advancing the financial 

interests of the Dahn Organization and its leader, Ilchi Lee. Even the use of the word "yoga" in 

the names of local centers is a cynical misrepresentation. The Dahn Organization chose to 

include the word yoga in its name due to the fact that traditional yoga practice is considered a 

healthful exercise. 

b. The Dahn Organization's "Recruiting" and "Training" 

Efforts 

1. Recruiting New Members 

59. The Dahn Organization recruits members through the dissemination of 

fraudulent information designed to induce people to join local Dahn Yoga centers. In many 

instances, the fraudulent information is created, published, and distributed to the Dahn Yoga 

centers by national elements of the Dahn Organization. The Dahn Organization maintains 

several internet websites (including www.dahnyoga.com, www.dahnyoga.org, 

www.dahnyoga.us) that exhort the purported benefits of Dahn Yoga and provide information 

about local Dahn Yoga centers. The Dahn Organization also publishes commercial literature and 

marketing materials designed to defraud people into joining local Dahn Yoga centers. 
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60. Individual Dahn Yoga centers also disseminate fraudulent information on 

the advice or instruction of the Dahn Organization. Individual Dahn Yoga centers employ 

aggressive, "guerrilla" marketing tactics specifically designed to exploit vulnerable individuals. 

These tactics include canvassing the community by distributing fliers and engaging local 

residents in conversation, distributing marketing materials in local businesses, advertising in 

local media outlets, and conducting face-to-face "evaluations" of local residents that purport to 

diagnose their physical, mental, and emotional ailments. These methods of recruitment are 

taught, encouraged, and facilitated by the Dahn Organization. 

61. The Dahn Organization's leadership, including Ilchi Lee, ensures that the 

fraudulent information disseminated by the national Dahn Organization and the local Dahn Yoga 

centers is uniform and consistent. 

62. The Dahn Organization represents that its program of exercise and 

meditation cures a multitude of ailments ranging from paralysis to allergies, and that individuals' 

physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual problems are caused by "energy blockages" that can be 

remedied by adhering to the Dahn Organization's ideology and system of exercise and 

meditation. Those representations are patently false and intentionally designed for purposes of 

financial exploitation. 

63. The Dahn Organization also fraudulently induces individuals to join local 

Dahn Yoga centers and/or purchase goods and services from the various components of the Dahn 

Organization by intentionally understating the individual Dahn Yoga centers' affiliation with the 

greater Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee. Members of the Dahn Organization attempt to hide 

from newcomers the level of interconnectedness within the Dahn Organization. This 

misinformation is purposefully designed to conceal the true nature of the Dahn Organization 

from potential customers and new recruits. 
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64. The Dahn Organization intentionally overstates its affiliation with 

reputable medical and research institutions in an effort to enhance the legitimacy of the Dahn 

Organization and enhance its claimed ability to heal ailments. The Dahn Organization falsely 

claims that Ilchi Lee's and the Dahn Organization's methods of exercise and meditation have 

been researched and endorsed by legitimate research facilities, academic institutions, and 

international political organizations. 

65. Once individuals are fraudulently induced to join individual Dahn Yoga 

centers, the Dahn Organization intensifies its efforts to financially exploit them. New customers 

are "evaluated" by employees of the local Dahn Yoga center, who invariably conclude that the 

individual requires special services to cure bogus ailments such as "energy blockages," as well as 

mundane stress-related symptoms and general negativity. Local Dahn Yoga center employees 

purport to possess special diagnostic skills, but they have no training in medicine, psychology, or 

counseling. Local Dahn Yoga center employees diagnose non-existent or ubiquitous ailments as 

being severe and unique to the individual. They often blame problems on the victim's family or 

other strong relationships as a method of breaking down the victim's outside connections. 

66. At the direction and insistence of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization, 

local Dahn Yoga centers identify new members who appear more likely to be susceptible to the 

Dahn Organization's undue influence. Information on those potential targets is collected though 

the use of questionnaires, applications, and face-to-face consultations, which delve into aspects 

of the individuals' personal lives wholly lacking any legitimate relationship to the services 

offered by members of the Dahn Organization. Information is also collected in meetings and 

consultations where the individuals are encouraged to confess previous transgressions or 

instances where they displayed poor judgment. 
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67. The Dahn Organization represents to its individual members, customers, 

recruits, and/or targets that the personal information that they convey will be used to identify 

appropriate services for the individual and to treat their ailments. In fact, the personal 

information is used to identify vulnerable individuals and later, to pressure those individuals into 

committing more money, time, and labor to the Dahn Organization. The Dahn Organization 

systematically compiles and analyzes the personal information that it collects from new 

members, customers, recruits, and/or targets. Specifics about the individuals' experiences, 

temperament, and insecurities are highlighted and disseminated to Dahn Organization employees 

and agents to be used against the individual as part of the Dahn Organization's scheme to 

defraud. 

68. Masters and other employees of local Dahn Yoga centers hold meetings to 

discuss the personal information they collect on individual members, customers, recruits, and/or 

targets. Based on the interplay between an individual's unique susceptibilities and the perceived 

extent of his or her financial resources, agents and employees of local Dahn Yoga centers select 

particular individuals whom they believe can be coerced into devoting more time and money to 

the Dahn Organization. Without revealing the extent of the information known about an 

individual, agents and employees of the Dahn Organization weave the individual's personal 

information into their efforts to market additional goods and services to that person. Personal 

information about individual members, customers, recruits, and/or targets is also disseminated 

among members of the Dahn Organization located throughout the country. 

69. The Dahn Organization's surreptitious use of personal information to 

market its goods and services and to recruit new members and employees is designed to 

overcome their targets' free will and better judgment. Dahn Masters in one location use 

information culled from victims by Masters at other locations to pretend that they have special 
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insight into these victims' problems or concerns. The Dahn Organization uses these "insights" to 

persuade victims that its methods work. The Dahn Organization's goal is to draw its victims 

further into the Dahn Organization for more extensive financial exploitation and indoctrination. 

70. Each Dahn Yoga center participates in regular conference calls and 

intranet communications with Ilchi Lee and his senior leadership and tracks their members (and 

their financial contributions to the Dahn Organization) on a spreadsheet. Ilchi Lee personally 

directs local Masters, including the King Street Masters, on indoctrination and manipulative 

techniques to obtain more money from members and trainees. Dahn Masters involved in 

indoctrination sessions in one location inform the Masters in other locations what is working and 

not working with each trainee. 

2. Promotion Within the Dahn Organization 

71. Individuals who are lured into the Dahn Organization are pressured to 

proceed through various ranks. Volunteers are recruited to help run local Dahn Yoga centers 

without compensation, even though the centers frequently themselves operate for a profit. 

Others are recruited to become Interns, the first stage of formal training in the Dahn 

Organization's hierarchy. Interns receive special training in the Dahn Organization's methods for 

manipulating and coercing individuals into purchasing goods and services. Interns are taught 

how to deceive individuals into believing that they suffer from ailments stemming from "energy 

blockages" and that the Dahn Organization's goods and services are designed to treat such 

ailments. Interns are also expected to begin working toward their own Visions, which are in turn 

part of the local Dahn Yoga center's Visions to meet specific financial and recruiting targets. 

72. The Dahn Organization targets Interns for conversion into Masters, a 

transformation that demands that the Interns devote all of their free time, money, and labor to the 

Dahn Organization. Pressure is placed on Interns to become Masters-in-Training. Masters-in-
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Training are put through a demanding training regimen that disassociates them from the outside 

world. The Dahn Organization's use of thought reform techniques and behavioral modification 

intensifies at this stage, further indoctrinating the Masters-in-Training. 

73. Masters-in-Training who demonstrate sufficient devotion to llchi Lee and 

the Dahn Organization and an ability to generate profits are promoted to full Master. The Dahn 

Organization then dispatches its Masters across the country to run existing Dahn Yoga centers 

and to establish new ones. Masters are deliberately separated from their local ties and 

relationships in order to decrease their attachment to influences outside of the Dahn 

Organization. 

c. The Dahn Organization's Use of Unlawfully Obtained 

Property to Enrich llchi Lee 

74. The Dahn Organization induces its victims to give money and devote time 

to the Dahn Organization on the false premise that those funds and efforts are necessary to 

support the purportedly under-financed Dahn Organization and to realize llchi Lee's claimed goal 

of bringing enlightenment and peace to the world. In fact, llchi Lee uses the proceeds from the 

Dahn Organization to purchase for his own use luxurious ranches, houses, cars, horses, and 

boats, and to fund his extravagant lifestyle of travel, fine dining, gambling, hunting, deep sea 

fishing, and golfing. 

75. llchi Lee and the Dahn Organization conceal the proceeds of their scheme 

by creating multiple corporate entities through which they hide and/or misrepresent assets, 

funneling funds received through fraud and manipulation of their victims to the top of the Dahn 

Organization hierarchy, and converting funds and assets to llchi Lee for his personal use and 

pleasure. 
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76. On information and belief, the Dahn Organization supports and sustains 

Ilchi Lee's lifestyle and indulgences by using the funds obtained from their victims to purchase 

properties that are then "sold" from one component entity of the Dahn Organization to another at 

below market value. On information and belief, these properties are then either sold to third-

parties at full market value, with the profits retained by an entity that is either directly controlled 

by Ilchi Lee, or maintained his personal use and benefit. The assets are then claimed to be those 

of the "struggling" Dahn Organization or one of its component entities. 

2. The Dahn Organization's Defrauding of Plaintiff and Others 

77. The Dahn Organization used its thought reform, recruiting, and training 

techniques to defraud plaintiff Myers and others. 

a. The Dahn Organization's Efforts to Recruit and Defraud 

Plaintiff Myers 

78. Beginning in or around October 2007 and continuing through August 

2008, defendants, acting through the Dahn Organization, deceived and misled plaintiff Myers 

about the nature of their organization; lured him into joining Dahn Yoga as a member; practiced 

false and fraudulent "healing" techniques on him; employed numerous thought reform 

techniques against him; and falsely led him to believe that the Dahn Organization's purpose and 

goal was peace and healing. As a result of defendants' scheme, plaintiff Myers was defrauded of 

all of his available financial resources, which he provided to various Dahn entities under false 

pretenses. Plaintiff Myers was further defrauded into taking out bank loans and using lines of 

credit to pay for the Dahn Organization's "services" and goods. Defendants used their thought 

reform and other persuasive techniques to convince plaintiff Myers to quit his job and instead 

work full time for the Dahn Organization. Defendants also directed plaintiff Myers to ask his 

parents, friends and family for additional funding, all in furtherance of their scheme to defraud. 
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At all times relevant, defendant BR Consulting licensed to defendant DYHC and others the 

intellectual property rights to llchi Lee's philosophy and "brain Education" principles and 

practices that were "sold" to plaintiff Myers in furtherance of the defendants' scheme. At all 

times relevant, defendant Dahn World controlled defendant DYHC and provided the other Dahn 

Organization defendants with internet services to advertize their fraudulent services, as well as 

intranet services that enabled communications between Dahn centers and promoted the 

indoctrination of Plaintiff Myers and other Dahn center members and employees. 

1. Initial Membership - October 2007 

79. In 2007, plaintiff Myers was working as a real estate appraiser for the City 

of Alexandria, Virginia. His route to and from work took him past the facility of defendant 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center located at 1630 King Street. 

80. One afternoon in October 2007, plaintiff Myers entered the Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center to learn more about a video that was playing in the front window display of 

the facility, which appeared to depict martial arts techniques. 

81. The Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center operated under the guidance and at the 

instruction of defendants llchi Lee and DYHC and was managed by two Dahn Yoga Masters 

from Korea, Master Jung Sung Lee ("Master Lee") and Master Jong Sum Kim (together the 

"King Street Masters"). Master Lee was working at the time plaintiff Myers first entered the 

center. Plaintiff Myers explained that he suffered from physical pain as the result of a sports 

injury. Master Lee welcomed plaintiff Myers warmly, represented to him that Dahn was a yoga 

exercise and meditation program, and promised him improved physical and mental health and 

spiritual growth through Dahn Yoga. Master Lee said that it would take about a year to heal 

plaintiff Myers' physical and emotional ailments. When plaintiff Myers asked Master Lee about 

the martial arts video, Master Lee represented that the technique was very advanced, and that 
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beginners needed to take "yoga" and other introductory training sessions before advancing to that 

level. Master Lee concealed the fact that the classes were designed and intended by the Dahn 

Organization to recruit and indoctrinate people into the Dahn Organization, and that plaintiff 

Myers would be subjected to a pattern of psychological manipulation, indoctrination, undue 

influence and domination by the Dahn Organization, under the direction of its leader, Ilchi Lee, 

that would lead him to devote his full time, attention, energy, and financial resources to the Dahn 

Organization. 

82. In reliance on Master Lee's misrepresentations and omissions, on or about 

October 13, 2007, plaintiff Myers paid approximately $1,290.00 for a one-year membership at 

the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center. He then proceeded to attend numerous Dahn classes there. 

83. During each class at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, the Dahn 

Organization's thought reform techniques were practiced on plaintiff Myers and the other class 

participants. The King Street Masters and other instructors at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center 

routinely told plaintiff Myers while he was still under the influence of those techniques that he 

was a "special member" and, in order to advance and improve his condition, he needed to (a) 

purchase books and CDs centering on Ilchi Lee and his philosophy; (b) become a "lifetime" 

Dahn Yoga member (at a cost of $5,000); (c) attend (and pay for) "special" early morning 

training sessions; (d) contribute to fundraisers on behalf of the Dahn Organization; and (e) 

purchase additional Dahn programs. The King Street Masters also told plaintiff Myers that he 

was suffering from physical, psychological, and spiritual damage caused primarily by his family, 

and that only Dahn could provide a path to healing. 

2. Shim Sung Training - November 2007 

84. In or around November 2007, and also as part of plaintiff Myers1 

membership, instructors at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center induced plaintiff Myers to attend a 
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weekend "training" workshop called "Shim Sung," which was concocted under the guidance and 

at the instruction of defendants Ilchi Lee and DYHC, coordinated by defendant Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center, and held at a Dahn Yoga Center in Bethesda, Maryland. Plaintiff Myers paid 

approximately S395 to attend the program. Shim Sung was represented to be "basic training" in 

Dahn techniques that would allow participants to "find their true selves," which, unbeknownst to 

plaintiff Myers at the time, really meant indoctrinating participants to believe that their "true" 

purpose was to serve Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization. The program was designed and 

intended by the Dahn Organization to convince them of that "true" purpose through the 

following thought control methods: 

• Isolating the participants and controlling their environment and activities through 

long (12-hour) days with two short breaks for meals; 

• Using intensive peer pressure and authoritarian domination to produce feelings of 

guilt, shame, and blind obedience to the teachings of Ilchi Lee (an "enlightened 

being"); and 

• Requiring constant and extreme physical activity, including the forced maintenance 

of stress positions and exercises such as Brain Wave Vibration. 

85. The climax of Shim Sung training was a period of about an hour where the 

room was darkened and loud tribal music played. The participants, including plaintiff Myers, 

were instructed to close their eyes and engage in Brain Wave Vibration while yelling out things 

such as "What do I want?" and "Who am I?" and at times simply moaning and screaming. Just 

after this session, while the participants were still in the trance-state induced by the Brain Wave 

Vibration technique, they were given a "Vision Paper" and instructed to write down their goals 

for acting on their "new found purpose." The Dahn instructor leading the program, Master 

Bright, the leader of the Washington, D.C. area training program (whose "Vision" includes 

helping the Dahn Organization infiltrate the U.S. government), showed a "sample" Vision Paper 

that listed all the Dahn programs the participants needed to take in furtherance of their "choice" 
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to serve the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee. Also during this exercise, various Dahn Masters 

approached the participants to suggest how to complete the Vision Paper. 

3. Initial Awakening Training - January 2008 

86. As part of plaintiff Myers1 membership, he attended a one-day workshop 

called "Initial Awakening Training," which was concocted under the guidance and at the 

instruction of defendants Ilchi Lee and DYHC, coordinated by defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga 

Center, and held at a Dahn Yoga Center in Reston, Virginia. There, two Dahn Masters, Master 

Song and another individual whose name is not currently known to plaintiff, instructed plaintiff 

Myers how to perform various exercises, including the Ji Gam and Dahnjon Tapping methods of 

disengaging from conscious thought. Plaintiff Myers was told that the exercises would improve 

his circulation, and that he would become aware of a (non-existent) organ called the Dahn-jon 

(or "energy field") located somewhere in his intestines. 

4. "Healing" Sessions - December 2007 through August 2008 

87. In December 2007, the King Street Masters induced plaintiff Myers to pay 

$2,000 for a series of "healing" sessions with Master Lee at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center. 

Under the guidance and at the instruction of defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC, and the Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center, Master Lee persuaded plaintiff Myers that he needed the sessions in order to 

"stabilize the purity of [his] soul" after plaintiff Myers had argued with his mother. During the 

sessions, plaintiff Myers laid on a mat, while Master Lee knelt next to plaintiff Myers, placed her 

hands on him, and purported to use her "energy" to "heal" that of plaintiff Myers. By engaging 

in breathing techniques that he had been taught by Master Lee and other Dahn Masters, plaintiff 

Myers eventually entered a semi-conscious state. Master Lee then used plaintiff Myers1 

suggestive mental state to obtain personal information about him that would later be used by the 
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Dahn Organization to manipulate plaintiff Myers, and to persuade plaintiff Myers to participate 

and pay for additional Dahn Organization trainings and services. 

88. The King Street Masters were not trained in psychology nor did they have 

any specialized training or education that enabled them to diagnose physical ailments. 

Nevertheless, they proceeded, under the direction of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization, to 

"diagnose" serious physical and psychological problems. They also told plaintiff Myers that he 

would only be happy if he dedicated his life to a higher spiritual goal, i.e., serving and promoting 

the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee. 

5. Phoenix Project - February 2008 

89. In approximately January 2008, the King Street Masters on behalf of 

defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC, and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center told plaintiff Myers that he 

should participate in a special "community service" retreat near Seattle, Washington, called the 

"Phoenix Project," that was operated by defendant Dahn Foundation under the guidance and at 

the instruction of defendant Ilchi Lee. The Phoenix Project was represented to be a project of the 

YEHA (Young Earth Human Alliance) organization, a Dahn Organization program that targets 

young people and attempts to lure them into the Dahn Organization even if they are not 

interested in yoga classes. Master Lee told plaintiff Myers that the Phoenix Project would be the 

best way to achieve his "Vision" of contributing something meaningful to humanity. 

90. In February 2008, plaintiff Myers paid his own way to Seattle and took ten 

vacation days from work to participate in the Phoenix Project. Contrary to the representations 

made about community service and involvement, however, when plaintiff Myers and the other 

participants arrived in Seattle, they were taken to an isolated island in the middle of Puget Sound. 

The group was then physically isolated from anyone not involved with the Dahn Organization. 

Very little community service was performed - on two of the ten days, plaintiff Myers and others 
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pulled vines off of trees in the woods and planted trees. For the remaining time, the YEHA 

volunteers were subjected to intense indoctrination into the Dahn Organization. 

91. The Dahn Masters who ran the program through defendant Dahn 

Foundation introduced plaintiff Myers and the other YEHA volunteers to the Dahn 

Organization's "Enlightened Master," Ilchi Lee, whom they represented to be the "spiritual leader 

of the universe." The Masters likened Ilchi Lee to Jesus and Buddha. They explained that Ilchi 

Lee's primary goal was to take over the United Nations by recruiting one hundred million people 

into the Dahn Organization by the year 2010, including ten thousand "Masters." 

92. As with the Shim Sung retreat, the Phoenix Project/YEHA indoctrination 

involved a series of activities intended by the Dahn Organization to overcome plaintiff Myers1 

and the other participants' capacity for critical thinking and their resistance to the Dahn 

Organization's message. For instance, the Dahn Organization exercised control over the 

participants' physical environment by: 

• Restricting access to any person or information not involved with Dahn; 

• Controlling participants' physical appearance by requiring special uniforms to be 
worn; 

• Controlling and limiting the type and quantity of food available; 

• Depriving participants of sleep by filling the days and nights with physically rigorous 

and exhausting indoctrination activities; 

• Controlling the participants' activities and schedules; and 

• Controlling the participants' access to outside information and discouraging 
questions. 

93. The Phoenix Project/YEHA indoctrination also required the volunteers to 

report on their thoughts and feelings while promoting and encouraging group thinking and a 

singular devotion to promoting the Dahn Organization. Unbeknownst to plaintiff Myers, 

information that he shared at the program was disseminated via telephone conference calls 
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and/or internet and e-mail communications to the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and other Dahn 

Organization components, which later used the information to further manipulate and defraud 

him. 

94. Information that plaintiff Myers and the other volunteers shared during the 

Phoenix Project/YEHA indoctrination was also manipulated and misused by the Dahn 

Organization to convince the volunteers that their problems stemmed from "blocked energy" 

caused by family attachments, thoughts, emotions, and they way they had lived their lives up 

until that point. The Dahn Masters' proposed solution to the participants' blocked energy woes 

was to devote themselves fully to the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee. 

6. Internship at Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center - February through August 

2008 

95. After plaintiff Myers returned from the Phoenix Project/YEHA 

indoctrination, Master Lee told him that he should devote himself more fully to the Dahn 

Organization by becoming a Dahn Master, which she said would take approximately three 

months. By becoming a Dahn Master, plaintiff Myers was told that he would be able to perform 

healings and other activities in support of the Dahn Organization. Based on these 

representations, plaintiff Myers resigned his position with the City of Alexandria in February 

2008 to become an "Intern" at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center. 

96. On information and belief, plaintiff Myers' interest in becoming a Dahn 

Master was relayed to Master Lee by Phoenix Project leader Michael Munson via telephone 

and/or e-mail communications while plaintiff Myers was participating in the Phoenix Project. 

97. By March 2008, plaintiff Myers was working full time at the Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center as an employee of defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC. 

Plaintiff Myers regularly worked over 50 hours a week, but typically was paid $9.00 per hour for 
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a regular forty hour week (i.e., he was not paid for overtime worked). The Dahn Organization 

fraudulently represented to plaintiff Myers that he was not entitled to compensation for his 

"volunteer" hours, even though federal law required him to be compensated at a 150% of his 

normal rate for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours. The Dahn Organization concealed the 

material fact that the overtime hours worked by plaintiff Myers were used, not for altruistic 

means, but for the purpose of operating the local Dahn Yoga center more profitably 

98. Plaintiff Myers was told by Master Lee that he would be eligible for 

comprehensive health insurance coverage through the Dahn Organization after three months' 

employment. Master Lee directed plaintiff Myers to the DYHC Intranet systems for further 

information. When plaintiff Myers inquired about the particulars of Dahn Organization's policy, 

Master Lee initially avoided answering plaintiff Myers' questions and declined to provide him 

with a copy of the policy. After repeated requests by plaintiff Myers (at his father's insistence), 

Master Lee did provide a copy of the DYHC health insurance policy, which covered only 

catastrophic care, was not nearly as comprehensive as Master Lee had led plaintiff Myers to 

believe in their discussions, and was not as comprehensive as the policy that plaintiff Myers lost 

when he resigned from his job with from the City of Alexandria. In order to maintain 

comprehensive health care coverage, plaintiff Myers continued paying for coverage - initially 

under his previous employer's plan, and later for an individual health insurance plan. 

99. Throughout the spring and summer of 2008, plaintiff Myers was subjected 

to ongoing psychological manipulation, thought reform, and indoctrination by the Dahn 

Organization. His life became consumed by his "training" and the demands of the Dahn 

Organization to recruit as many new members as he could. Plaintiff Myers was required to, 

among other things: 

• Commit completely to Dahn practices and the Dahn Organization; 
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• Commit all of his time and money in furtherance of his "training" and the Dahn 

mission (including depleting his savings, cashing in his retirement account, and 

taking out credit cards); 

• Recruit new members to the Dahn Organization; 

• Coerce existing members to purchase additional classes, programs and retreats; 

• Work excessive hours (at times without compensation or undercompensated) to 

operate the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, as well as Dahn centers in downtown 

Washington, D.C., and Crystal City, Virginia; and 

• Staff a Shim Sung training exercise at the Dahn center in Bethesda, Maryland. 

100. Master Lee coordinated plaintiff Myers' activities at Dahn Yoga centers in 

Maryland and Washington, D.C. through telephone and e-mail communications with those 

centers. 

101. During this period, plaintiff Myers was living in his parents' home in 

Alexandria, but the King Street Masters talked to him about moving into a Dahn group house 

with them as soon as he completed his training to become a Master. During one period of time, 

he was required to wake up every morning at 4 a.m. "when the energy was most pure" and 

perform deep and physically demanding "bows" 300 times. The demands of Dahn did not allow 

plaintiff Myers to spend time with friends or family or pursue anything other than the "Vision" 

and his purported spiritual growth. 

102. Plaintiff Myers and other Interns used an online internet community 

established by the Dahn Organization to pressure each other to increase their recruitment of new 

members and contributing funds to the Dahn Organization. Plaintiff Myers and other Interns 

also participated weekly and monthly conference calls to coordinate fundraising. Those calls 

were silently monitored by a Dahn Master. 
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7. YEHA Camp - March 2008 

103. In February 2008, plaintiff Myers was pressured by Master Lee and 

Michael Munson, on behalf of defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center, to attend a three-day YEHA Camp event in March 2008 at a property owned 

and managed by defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. Because plaintiff Myers was a 

Dahn Organization employee, he was permitted to attend the event at a discounted price of 

approximately $265 (excluding transportation). Master Lee and Michael Munson promoted the 

event as a good time with friends. 

104. Approximately 200 young people from across the United States attended 

the YEHA camp, which essentially consisted of dancing for long periods of time and circulating 

through different "stations" where various thought reform exercises were performed. At one 

station, for example, one person laid on the ground and was covered by a blanket, while a second 

person pretended that the first was their own dead body. The second person then recited their 

regrets in life, thereby providing the Dahn Organization with even more of their personal 

information. Toward the end of the event, when the participants were in a vulnerable state, the 

participants were given promotional materials for additional Dahn Organization programs. 

8. Dahn Center Internship Training - March 2008 

105. In March 2008, Master Lee and Master Bright, on behalf of defendants 

Ilchi Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff 

Myers to attend a "Dahn Center Internship Training" program at a property owned and managed 

by defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. They told plaintiff Myers that the purpose of 

the program was to prepare Masters-in-Training to operate a Dahn Center. 

106. As with the other Dahn Organization programs, the Dahn Center 

Internship Training program served only to manipulate and further indoctrinate participants 
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using the Dahn Organization's methods of isolation, enforced group activities, peer pressure, lack 

of privacy and forced disclosure of intimate personal information, extreme and constant activity, 

overwork, Brain Wave Vibration, sleep deprivation, a restricted diet, and other thought reform 

methods. The Dahn Masters running the program, including Michael Munson, manipulated 

plaintiff Myers and the other participants into believing their past lives and the influences of the 

"outside world" - including their friends and family - were impediments to their spiritual 

growth. Plaintiff Myers and the other participants were subjected to physical, emotional, and 

verbal punishment if they failed to perform as desired or dared to express dissent or 

independence. Each participant was interviewed during the training by a high-level Master to 

discuss their devotion to Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization. 

107. Although the King Street Masters had not attended the Dahn Center 

Internship Training program with plaintiff Myers, they were told by the Masters at the program 

what had happened there, including the details of plaintiff Myers' "sharings" and confessions, for 

the purpose of further manipulating and indoctrinating plaintiff Myers. After returning from the 

Dahn Center Internship Training program, Master Lee severely criticized plaintiff Myers for 

having helped another training program participant who had sprained her ankle. Master Lee told 

plaintiff Myers that he was weak and lacked sufficient focus on finding his true self and 

overcoming his "bad habits." Master Lee presented plaintiff Myers with a long list of additional 

Dahn Organization programs, including "DahnMuDo School" and the full version of the "Tao 

Holistic Healing" program in Sedona, Arizona, that plaintiff Myers would need to attend in order 

to become a Dahn Master, and that he needed in order to remove negative energy blockages, cure 

his ailments, and further enlighten him. 
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9. Tao Holistic Healing in Sedona - April 2008 

108. In April 2008, at the instruction of Master Lee who was acting on behalf 

of defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria Darin Yoga Center, plaintiff 

Myers attended a two-week Tao Holistic Healing retreat at a property owned and managed by 

defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. Plaintiff Myers obtained and used a credit card in 

order to cover the program's approximately $6,500 tuition. Master Lee told plaintiff Myers that 

he needed to attend the program in order to heal his chronic neck and back pain, and that he 

needed the attention of a special healer named "Master Hong." 

109. Contrary to the representations made to plaintiff Myers by the Dahn 

Organization about the program's ability to "heal," the Tao Holistic Healing program session 

caused and aggravated severe tendonitis in plaintiff Myers' shoulder, neck, and back. The 

program required "information fasting" (i.e., members were not allowed to speak except during 

training sessions), intense physical activity, the holding of painful postures for extended periods 

of time, and the Dahn Organization's other thought reform techniques described above. 

110. During the training sessions, the Dahn Masters purported to "read the 

energy" of the individual participants to divine their problems and offer "healing" of those issues. 

Plaintiff Myers was surprised that the Dahn Masters at the Tao Holistic Healing program knew 

so much about him. At the time, he thought that this meant that they understood him, and that 

their techniques were valid. He later learned that the King Street Masters had shared information 

about plaintiff Myers by telephone with the Tao Holistic Healing Program Masters. 

10. DahnMuDo School - Mav 2008 

111. In May 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of defendants Ilchi 

Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, told plaintiff Myers that he 

needed to attend DahnMuDo martial arts training in order to learn the discipline that would allow 
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him to overcome his past and his "bad habits" and achieve "healing." Master Lee directed him to 

borrow an additional $5,500 from a local Alexandria bank to pay for this training and related 

travel. Master Lee contacted a bank loan officer on behalf of plaintiff Myers to facilitate the 

loan. 

112. Plaintiff Myers received the loan, paid approximately $4,580 to defendant 

DYHC, and attended a two-week session of DahnMuDo martial arts training at a property owned 

and managed by defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. As with the other Dahn 

Organization "training" programs that plaintiff Myers attended in Sedona and elsewhere, the 

DahnMuDo training program was used to further manipulate and indoctrinate plaintiff Myers. 

11. Power Brain Method - May 2008 

113. In approximately May 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of 

defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff Myers to 

attend a "Power Brain Method" training program, which was concocted under the guidance and 

at the instruction of defendants Ilchi Lee and DYHC, coordinated by defendant Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center, and held at a Dahn Yoga Center in Bethesda, Maryland. Plaintiff Myers paid 

approximately $980 to attend the program. The purpose of the program was to enable 

participants to use their full brain capacity, rather than the small portion normally used, 

according to the Dahn Organization's claims. Participants in the training imagined collecting and 

destroying all of their memories in order to dispose of all things that might interfere with their 

devotion to the Dahn Organization. Participants also were directed to stare at trees and rocks in 

an effort to "become one" with them. 

12. IBREA Conference - June 2008 

114. In June 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of defendants Ilchi 

Lee, DYHC and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff Myers to attend the 
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International Brain Education Association's (IBREA) "4lh International Brain Education 

Conference," a meeting at the United Nations complex in New York City at which Ilchi Lee was 

speaking. Plaintiff Myers was required to pay a $195 admission fee to attend the Ilchi Lee 

speech. IBREA was founded by defendant Ilchi Lee and purports to offer "training to realize the 

unlimited potential of the brain in creating health, happiness, and peace on earth." 

13. Chunhwa Meditation Tour - July 2008 

115. In July 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of defendants Ilchi 

Lee, DYHC and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff Myers to attend a "Chunhwa 

Meditation Tour" program, which was concocted under the guidance and at the instruction of 

defendants Ilchi Lee, DYHC, and HSP Ranch, Inc., and held at the HSP Earth Village resort in 

Canada owned by defendant HSP Ranch, Inc. Plaintiff Myers paid approximately $ 1,537 to 

attend the program. Training at the HSP Earth Village was more of the same thought reform 

indoctrination as set forth above, except that Ilchi Lee personally delivered portions of the 

training. During one training session, Ilchi Lee struck plaintiff Myers on the head with a stick, 

purportedly to release "blockages" in his energy path. 

14. YEHA Camp-July 2008 

116. In July 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of defendants Ilchi 

Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff Myers to 

assist in training other Dahn members at a YEHA camp event at a property owned and managed 

by defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. Plaintiff Myers paid approximately $265 to 

attend the program, along with the "Dahn Ho" training explained below. Plaintiff Myers' 

participation in the YEHA camp was supposed to further his efforts to become a Dahn Master, 

which he expected to achieve in August or September, 2008. It was also credited toward Master 

Lee's "Vision" and that of the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center. 
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117. The Dahn Masters running the YEHA camp directed plaintiff Myers to 

help indoctrinate a large group of young people into the Dahn Organization. The YEHA camp, 

like other Dahn Organization efforts to recruit new members, was falsely advertised as an 

enjoyable experience in the fresh desert air, with exercise and good company. In fact, the YEHA 

camps were designed and intended to induce members to "realize" that their true purpose in life 

was to be a "Dahn Master." To that end, the program's leader, Michael Munson, instructed 

plaintiff Myers to "let" the participants feel pain, which meant that plaintiff Myers was supposed 

to make them feel pain so that they could be manipulated. 

15. Dahn Ho Training with Ilchi Lee - July 2008 

118. In July 2008, Master Lee, who was acting on behalf of defendants Ilchi 

Lee, DYHC, Tao Fellowship, and Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, instructed plaintiff Myers to 

participate in "Dahn Ho" training at a property owned and managed by defendant Tao 

Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. Plaintiff Myers paid approximately $265 to attend the program, 

along with the YEHA Camp program explained above. Participants, including plaintiff Myers, 

bowed repeatedly before Ilchi Lee, recognized him to be their spiritual father, and recited Korean 

scriptures until an appropriate name for their souls dawned on them. Participants then wrote the 

name down and dropped it into a box with what was called a "donation." Ilchi Lee then named 

participants' souls. Master Lee had represented this training to be free of charge, but plaintiff 

Myers was pressured into making a $500 "donation" to the Dahn Organization. 

16. Efforts at Local Dahn Centers and Public Schools 

119. When plaintiff Myers returned from Sedona, Arizona in the Summer of 

2008, his training and indoctrination at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and other locations 

around the Washington, D.C. area continued and intensified. He was assigned to work at the 

Dahn Yoga center in Crystal City, Virginia one day a week, teaching classes and distributing 
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leaflets. He was required to bring in a certain amount of revenue each week to meet his 

"Vision," or else suffer guilt, shame, and the threat of "negative, stagnant energy." 

120. Master Lee continued to oversee plaintiff Myers1 "training" and coordinate 

his indoctrination with Masters assigned to other Dahn Centers in Virginia, Maryland, and 

Washington, D.C. 

121. One of the Dahn Organization's recruiting efforts involved offering "brain 

education" sessions to the Washington D.C. and other local school systems during their 

elementary school summer programs. This effort was led by Master Bright, the Dahn 

Organization's Regional Manager for the District of Columbia. The Dahn Organization 

marketed its services to the D.C. public schools as sophisticated brain education that would help 

children concentrate. In reality, the sole purpose of the "brain education" sessions was to 

indoctrinate young people and their parents into the Dahn Organization in order to make money 

for Ilchi Lee. 

122. The Dahn Organization designated plaintiff Myers as a "teacher" for the 

school-based brain education program. It falsely represented to the D.C. public school system 

that plaintiff Myers and other "teachers" had training and experience working with small 

children. In fact, plaintiff Myers had no such training or experience. 

17. Plaintiff Myers' Realization of the Dahn Organization's Fraud 

123. Despite the Dahn Organization's efforts to manipulate and control him, 

plaintiff Myers was persuaded by his family to take a short out-of-town trip in late July 2008. 

While on the trip, plaintiff Myers' family conducted an intervention with an expert trained in cult 

dynamics. Although initially resistant, plaintiff Myers finally recognized how the Dahn 

Organization had preyed upon and manipulated him, denied him of his free will, affected and 
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harmed his emotional, physical, and psychological health, and deprived him of all his financial 

resources. 

124. In August 2008, plaintiff Myers announced to his friends within the Dahn 

Organization that he was leaving the group. In response, many of the Dahn Organization leaders 

and indoctrinates denounced plaintiff Myers and condemned him for turning his back on Ilchi 

Lee. Other members secretly sought plaintiff Myers1 advice and counsel on how to break from 

the Dahn Organization. 

125. Plaintiff Myers continues his recovery from the financial, emotional, and 

psychological damages inflicted upon him by the Dahn Organization. In October 2008, he 

attended a two-week program at a rehabilitation facility in Ohio. After successfully completing 

that program (at a substantial cost to himself and his family), plaintiff Myers continues to receive 

counseling through a professionally trained therapist. In addition, the "exercises" and other 

extreme physical demands placed upon plaintiff Myers as part of the Dahn Organization's tactics 

for psychological manipulation, actually caused further and additional physical injury to plaintiff 

Myers' shoulder, neck, back, and hip, for which plaintiff Myers has sought and continues to seek 

medical treatment. 

b. Similar Dahn Organization Efforts to Recruit and Defraud 

Others 

126. The Dahn Organization's efforts to recruit, indoctrinate, and defraud 

plaintiff Myers were typical of its efforts toward thousands of people throughout the United 

States. The experiences of the following individuals, for example, illustrate the pattern of 

racketeering activity through which the Dahn Organization perpetrates its fraudulent scheme. 

Like plaintiff Myers, these individuals were lured into the Dahn Organization by fraudulent 

misrepresentations about healing "energy blockages" that caused their ailments; instructed to pay 
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for and attend a list of Dahn Organization training programs that used thought reform techniques 

to convince them that their purpose was to achieve their "Vision" (which ultimately meant 

finding new recruits and money for the Dahn Organization); convinced that Ilchi Lee was the 

supreme spiritual leader; forced to alienate friends, family, and other outside influences; and 

ultimately separated from their money. 

1. Amy Shipley 

127. Like plaintiff Myers, Amy Shipley was recruited and defrauded by the 

Dahn Organization. Ms. Shipley's relationship with the Dahn Organization began in the Fall of 

2006, when she attended Dahn Yoga classes and a YEHA dance party near the University of 

Illinois at Chicago. Like plaintiff Myers, a representative of the Dahn Organization falsely 

represented that Dahn Yoga would improve her physical and emotional health. 

128. As with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization manipulated Ms. Shipley 

and fraudulently caused her to engage in and pay for increasing Dahn Organization activities and 

trainings on the premise that those activities and trainings would enlighten her, improve her 

health, help others, and achieve world peace by following the teachings of Ilchi Lee and the 

Dahn Organization. Ms. Shipley's activities with the Dahn Organization included the following: 

a) In November 2006, Ms. Shipley attended a Shim Sung workshop at a 

Dahn Yoga Center located on Clark Street in Chicago, Illinois ("Clark Dahn Center"), where she 

was subjected to the Dahn Organization's thought reform techniques. After ten days of training, 

Ms. Shipley then started working full-time at the Clark Dahn Center. 

b) In December 2006, Ms. Shipley attended an Initial Awakening workshop. 

c) In January 2007, Ms. Shipley attended a Dahn Instructor's workshop and 

then the Dahn Organization's YEHA camp in Arizona. 
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d) Ms. Shipley continued to attend Dahn Yoga classes and programs while 

she worked full-time at the Clark Dahn Center. 

e) In June 2007, Ms. Shipley began working full-time assisting in the 

operation of another nearby Dahn Yoga Center. 

f) In July 2007, Ms. Shipley attended the Dahn Organization's Phoenix 

Project retreat. 

g) In September 2007, Ms. Shipley attended the Dahn Organization's "Power 

Brain Method" training program. 

h) In October 2007, Ms. Shipley attended the Dahn Organization's YEHA 

camp event and a Phoenix Corps retreat. 

i) In January 2008, Ms. Shipley attended the Dahn Organization's 

DahnMuDo School at the Sedona Ilchi Meditation Center and/or the Sedona Mago Retreat 

Center run by defendant Tao Fellowship in Sedona, Arizona. 

j) In March 2008, Ms. Shipley attended another of the Dahn Organization's 

YEHA camp event. 

k) In April 2008, Ms. Shipley attended the Dahn Organization's Tao Holistic 

Healing Program in Sedona, Arizona. 

1) In May 2008, Ms. Shipley began working over 80 hours per week 

assisting in the operation of the Clark Dahn Center. 

m) In June 2008, Ms. Shipley attended a Master's Training course and became 

a Dahn Master. 

n) After becoming a Master, Ms. Shipley continued working over 80 hours 

per week at the Clark Dahn Center, until she was able to break the Dahn Organization's 
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psychological manipulation and indoctrination sufficiently to leave the organization in August 

2008. 

129. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley purchased Dahn Organization programs 

and trainings because members of the Dahn Organization misrepresented their nature and 

purpose and subjected Ms. Shipley to undue influence and- coercion. Members of the Dahn 

Organization represented to Ms. Shipley that programs such as Shim Sung, YEHA Camp, the 

Phoenix Project, the Tao Holistic Healing Program, DahnMuDo, and Master's Training were 

designed to further her spiritual development, improve her physical and emotional health, teach 

her how to heal others, and help to achieve world peace. However, members of the Dahn 

Organization knew that those programs offered no physical or psychological benefit, but rather 

were designed to indoctrinate those in attendance and unduly influence them to believe that they 

would reach enlightenment only by devoting their money and time to the "Vision" of Ilchi Lee, 

and to recruit other individuals whom the Dahn Organization could exploit. 

130. As with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization purposefully alienated Ms. 

Shipley from her friends and family who were not associated with the Dahn Organization in 

order to increase her susceptibility to undue influence and her reliance on the Dahn 

Organization's misrepresentations. 

131. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley eventually committed hundreds of hours 

of uncompensated labor and thousands of dollars to the Dahn Organization based on its 

fraudulent misrepresentations and undue influence, including $8,000 for DahnMuDo School, 

$5,000 for a "Gold Membership," and $850 for Power Brain Method training. Ms. Shipley 

obtained most of those funds through credit cards and by taking out student loans - at least one 

of which was co-signed by her Dahn Center Master. 

2. Heather Simeral 
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132. Like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, Heather Simeral was recruited and 

defrauded by the Dahn Organization. Ms. Simeral's relationship with the Dahn Organization 

began in January 2005, when she visited a Dahn Yoga center in Andover, Massachusetts (the 

"Andover Dahn Yoga Center"), to investigate potential alternative healing methods to treat her 

recently diagnosed psoriatic arthritis. As with plaintiff Myers, a Dahn Organization Master told 

Ms. Simeral that her physical ailments stemmed from "energy blockages" that could be treated 

and healed with the Dahn Organization's program of exercise and meditation. However, the 

Master and the Dahn Organization knew that the Dahn Organization's program of exercise and 

meditation would not treat or heal Ms. Simeral's physical ailments and that such ailments were 

not the result of "energy blockages." Rather, the Master's "energy evaluation" and diagnosis was 

an intentional misrepresentation designed to defraud Ms. Simeral. 

133. At this initial "energy evaluation" in January 2005, Ms. Simeral was 

pressured to commit to a six-month Master program membership at a cost of $2,000. Ms. 

Simeral initially resisted this proposal, but she did purchase a one-month membership for $135 

based on the Master's fraudulent misrepresentations. Only a few days after joining, the Center 

Manager at the Andover Dahn Yoga Center - a woman by the name of Sooji - again pressured 

Ms. Simeral to commit to the six-month Master program membership by fraudulently 

misrepresenting the purported benefits of the Dahn Organization's exercise and meditation 

program. Ms. Simeral relented and purchased the six-month membership based on these 

misrepresentations. 

134. As Ms. Simeral continued to attend programs and classes at the Andover 

Dahn Yoga Center, Sooji and the Dahn Organization continued their efforts to extract money 

from Ms. Simeral by the use of fraudulent misrepresentations and undue influence. Sooji knew 

that Ms. Simeral was in vulnerable state and subject to undue influence because of her psoriatic 
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arthritis and problems in her marriage. Ms. Simerall trusted Sooji, who acted as Ms. Simeral's 

instructor and mentor and who misrepresented to Ms. Simeral that she possessed special skill in 

diagnosing and treating physical ailments. Sooji then used Ms. Simeral's trust and knowledge of 

Ms. Simeral's personal issues and health problems to convince Ms. Simeral to purchase 

additional services from the Dahn Organization. Among other things: 

a) In February 2005, based on Sooji's fraudulent misrepresentations and 

undue influence, Ms. Simeral paid for and attended the Dahn Organization's "Healer School." 

b) In March 2005, again based on Sooji's fraudulent misrepresentations and 

undue influence, Ms. Simeral paid for and attended the Dahn Organization's Shim Sung training. 

c) Also in March 2005, a Dahn organization representative pressured Ms. 

Simeral into paying for and attending a YEHA Camp. 

d) In May 2005, Ms. Simeral paid for and attended Master's Training in 

Sedona, Arizona. 

135. Like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, Ms. Simeral purchased these special 

programs and trainings because members of the Dahn Organization misrepresented their nature 

and purpose and subjected Ms. Simeral to undue influence and coercion. Members of the Dahn 

Organization represented to Ms. Simeral that programs such as Healer School, Shim Sung, 

YEHA Camp, and Master's School were designed to further the attendees' spiritual development 

and heal their physical and psychological ailments. However, members of the Dahn 

Organization knew that these programs offered no physical or spiritual benefit, but rather were 

specifically designed to indoctrinate those in attendance so that the Dahn Organization may 

further its financial exploitation of its victims. 

136. As with plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, the Dahn Organization 

purposefully alienated Ms. Simeral from her friends and family who were not associated with the 
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Dahn Organization in order to increase her susceptibility to undue influence and her reliance on 

the Dahn Organization's misrepresentations. In the Spring of 2005, Ms. Simeral was told by 

members of the Dahn Organization that she was not to have contact with people outside of the 

Dahn Organization because they infected her with "negative energy." To increase her alienation 

from friends and family, Ms. Simeral was pressured into moving into communal housing. Ms. 

Simeral was then forced to ask for permission to visit her family. 

137. As with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization used overt intimidation 

and physical contact to indoctrinate Ms. Simeral and impose its will on her. On at least one 

occasion, Ms. Simeral was scolded for seeking permission to see her family, and forced by Sooji 

to perform repeated "bows" and write out a recurring mantra until she found "an answer" as to 

why she could not visit her family. On this occasion, Sooji also summoned a Master to further 

berate Ms. Simeral. The Master pounded violently on Ms. Simeral's back while yelling at her, 

and did not stop until Ms. Simeral gave the "answer" that the Master sought. 

138. Like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, Ms. Simeral eventually committed 

tens of thousands of dollars to the Dahn Organization based on its fraudulent misrepresentations 

and undue influence. Ms. Simeral began her involvement with the Dahn Organization after 

receiving bogus "energy evaluations" and promises that the Dahn Organization's program of 

exercise and spiritual counseling could treat their physical ailments. Ms. Simeral relied on those 

intentional misrepresentations in committing greater and greater amounts of time and money to 

the Dahn Organization's "Vision." Plaintiff Myers and Ms. Simeral both experienced a similar 

pattern of fraud, as the initial misrepresentations regarding the health benefits the Dahn 

Organization's exercise and meditation regimen led directly to demands for increased 

commitment and attendance at special out-of-town retreats and trainings, designed specifically to 

further indoctrinate the Dahn Organization's victims. Like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, Ms. 
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Simeral was pressured to take on substantial debt in order to meet the Dahn Organization's 

demands that she purchase more services and merchandise from the Dahn Organization. And 

like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley, Ms. Simeral eventually became disillusioned with the Dahn 

Organization after realizing that its exclusive aim is to indoctrinate and defraud its members. In 

early 2007, Ms. Simeral ended her association with the Dahn Organization. 

3. Marjory Gargosh 

139. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley, and Ms. Simeral, Marjory Gargosh was 

defrauded by the Dahn Organization. Ms. Gargosh's relationship with the Dahn Organization 

began in March 2004, when she visited the Roswell Dahn Center in Georgia. As with plaintiff 

Myers and Ms. Simeral, a local Dahn Organization Master performed in "energy checkup" on 

Ms. Gargosh at her initial visit. This "energy checkup" resulted in a fraudulent diagnosis that 

Ms. Gargosh was suffering from "hard" intestines, a "busy brain," and a "stiff body." The Master 

then misrepresented to Ms. Gargosh that, by purchasing a three-month membership for $745, the 

Dahn Organization's program of exercise and meditation could cure Ms. Gargosh's supposed 

ailments. The Master knew, however, that this diagnosis was false and that the Dahn 

Organization's program of exercise and meditation could not cure Ms. Gargosh's fabricated 

ailments. 

140. As with plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley, and Ms. Simeral, the Dahn 

Organization began within days to pressure Ms. Gargosh to purchase and attend additional 

programs, retreats, and training sessions over and above those covered by her initial membership. 

Dahn Organization Masters fraudulently represented to Ms. Gargosh that a more expensive 

membership could help the Dahn Organization achieve world peace and individual betterment. 

The Masters concealed that the Dahn Organization's only goal was to make money for Ilchi Lee. 
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Due to relentless pressure by her Dahn Masters, Ms. Gargosh purchased a one-year membership 

and additional programs for an additional $1,957 on April 13, 2004. 

141. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley, and Ms. Simeral, Ms. Gargosh was 

pressured to take on substantial debt to purchase programs and services that she could not afford. 

In reliance on the Dahn Organization's misrepresentations regarding the purported benefits of its 

services, Ms. Gargosh took out a home equity line of credit to pay $10,000 in tuition to attend 

"Healer School." Despite knowing the Ms. Gargosh could not afford to take on additional debt 

and knowing that Healer School did not offer any of the purported physical, mental, or emotional 

benefits represented by the Dahn Organization, her Master convinced Ms. Gargosh that 

sacrificing her financial well-being to attend Healer School would lead to individual and societal 

betterment. 

142. As with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization convinced Ms. Gargosh to 

quit her full-time job in order to work as a "volunteer" at the Roswell Dahn Center. In June 

2004, her Master represented to Ms. Gargosh that offering her services to the Dahn Organization 

would help serve its goal of promoting world peace and health. The Master concealed the 

material fact that the Dahn Organization's purpose was to enrich Ilchi Lee, and that the Dahn 

Organization would use Ms. Gargosh's services, not for altruistic means, but for the sole purpose 

of operating the local Dahn center more profitably. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Gargosh was 

fraudulently induced to offer her personal services to the Dahn Organization based on its 

misrepresented goals. 

143. Like plaintiff Myers and Ms. Shipley , Ms. Gargosh eventually began 

working as a full-time employee at a local Dahn center. In September 2004, Ms. Gargosh began 

working at the Sandy Springs Center in Georgia, where she worked from approximately 7 a.m. to 

about 10 p.m., seven days a week. However, Ms. Gargosh was only paid as if she worked 40 
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hours per week. The Dahn Organization fraudulently represented to Ms. Gargosh that she was 

not entitled to compensation for her "volunteer" hours, even though federal law required her to 

be compensated at a 150% of her normal rate for all hours worked in excess of 40 hours. As 

with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization concealed the material fact that the overtime hours 

worked by Ms. Gargosh were used, not for altruistic means, but for the purpose of operating the 

local Dahn center more profitably 

144. As with plaintiff Myers, the Dahn Organization redefined what it meant by 

the term "Vision" after Ms. Gargosh began to work for the Dahn Organization. Previously, local 

Dahn Organization representatives had misrepresented to Ms. Gargosh that "Vision" referred to 

the Dahn Organization's plan to improve the health of individuals and promote world peace. In 

fact, within the Dahn Organization, "Vision" refers to monthly revenue and new membership 

quotas promulgated by the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee to local Dahn Yoga Centers. The 

Dahn Organization employs "Vision" as a euphemism and misrepresents its true meaning to new 

Dahn Yoga members in order to conceal the Dahn Organization true purpose as a for-profit, 

fraudulent enterprise designed to bilk its members for Ilchi Lee's personal financial gain. 

145. Like plaintiff Myers, Ms. Gargosh was fraudulently induced to purchase 

additional services from the Dahn Organization based on its fraudulent representation that she 

brought "bad" or "dark" energy into the local Dahn center. A Dahn Organization Master told 

Ms. Gargosh that she brought "dark energy" into the local Midtown Center in Georgia and 

needed to purchase a $10,000 Chun Do ceremony from the Dahn Organization in order to cure 

the "dark energy's" purported ill effects. This Master knew that such "dark energy" did not exist, 

and that the Chun Do ceremony offered no benefit to Ms. Gargosh or the Midtown Center. In 

reliance on the Master's misrepresentations, however, Ms. Gargosh purchased and attended the 

Chun Do ceremony on February 12, 2005. Similarly, Ms. Gargosh was pressured to purchase a 
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lifetime (Gold) membership costing $4,500 based on misrepresentations that Ms. Gargosh's 

"negative energy" was harming the Sandy Springs Dahn Center in Georgia. The Dahn 

Organization knew that the lifetime (Gold) membership would provide no benefit to Ms. 

Gargosh nor the Sand Springs Dahn Center, and knew that Ms. Gargosh had no use for the 

lifetime (Gold) membership because of her status as Master within the Dahn Organization, but 

represented to Ms. Gargosh that she needed it nonetheless. 

146. As with plaintiff Myers, Ms. Shipley, and Ms. Simeral, the Dahn 

Organization pressured Ms. Gargosh to cut ties with her family. For example, after Ms. Gargosh 

visited her son who had just returned from overseas duty in the U.S. Army, a Dahn Master 

scolded Ms. Gargosh and punished her by forcing her to work at the Peachtree Center in 

Georgia, rather than the local Dahn center that she frequented. The Master knew that alienating 

Ms. Gargosh from her family would increase her susceptibility to the Dahn Organization's undue 

influence and would increase the likelihood that she would rely on its misrepresentations. 

3. The Dahn Organization's use of the wires to perpetrate its frauds 

147. The Dahn Organization implemented its scheme to defraud plaintiff Myers 

and others in part through the use of its BRMnet and JJAN intranet systems, which are secure, 

online accounting and message delivery systems operated by the Dahn Organization on an 

intranet site accessible via the internet. 

148. BRMnet is utilized by local Dahn Yoga Centers to communicate revenue-

producing transactions (e.g., membership fees, programs fees, product sales, etc.) on a daily basis 

to Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc. ("DYHC") and other national elements of the Dahn 

Organization. The vast majority of these revenue producing transactions are the result of frauds 

perpetrated on the Dahn Organization's customers, members, and employees. 
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149. After receiving the details of each revenue-producing transaction via the 

BRMnet, the Dahn Organization creates a series of reports reflecting the revenue generated by 

the local Dahn Centers. These reports are reviewed by Ilchi Lee and other Dahn Masters and 

used to adjust the local Dahn Centers' "Visions." 

150. The BRMnet and JJAN are used by Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization 

to communicate orders, goals, "Visions," and new methods for defrauding its victims to the local 

Dahn Centers. The Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee use BRMnet and JJAN to send e-mails, 

video broadcasts, and web postings to the local Dahn Centers located throughout the country, 

including the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center in Alexandria, Virginia, that was frequented by 

plaintiff Myers. The communications sent over the BRMnet by the Dahn Organization are 

transmitted with Ilchi Lee's direction and approval, and are often written, edited, or sent under 

his signature. 

151. BRMnet and JJAN are the primary communication devices used by the 

Dahn Organization to communicate "Visions" within the organization. "Visions" are handed 

down to individual centers in e-mails and broadcasts that nearly always begin with the same 

message: "Our teacher [i.e., Ilchi Lee] gave us a special message and mission, and here are the 

action plans and visions ..." This message is then followed by specific instructions regarding 

the Dahn Organization's and Ilchi Lee's expectations for each local Dahn Yoga Center, including 

methods to be used to defraud members of the public and revenue goals to be obtained by use of 

these fraudulent schemes. Local Dahn Yoga Centers also use BRMnet and JJAN to 

communicate their actual revenues and expected future revenues on a regular basis. Masters are 

expected to send Ilchi Lee personal messages once to twice a month discussing their efforts to 

meet and increase their "Visions," i.e. their revenue and recruiting goals. 
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II. PLAINTIFF MYERS1 CLAIMS 

COUNT ONE 

(Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)) 

(All Defendants) 

152. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1-151 as if fully set forth herein. 

153. Between approximately September 2007 and August 2008, within the 

Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, the defendants Ilchi Lee, Dahn World, BR 

Consulting, DHYC, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Tao Fellowship, Dahn Foundation, HSP 

Ranch, Inc., and Does 1-20, together and with others, being persons associated with the Dahn 

Organization, an enterprise that engaged in, and the activities of which affected, interstate or 

foreign commerce, conducted and participated, directly and indirectly, in the conduct of the 

affairs of the enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity, as defined in 18 U.S.C. §§ 

1961(1) and 1961(5), consisting of the racketeering acts set forth in paragraphs 155 through 164 

below, as well as the Dahn Organization's similar acts against other individuals including those 

described in paragraphs 127 through 146 above, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c). 

154. Defendants' violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) caused injury to plaintiff 

Myers1 business and property. 

a. Racketeering Act One (Wire Fraud) - Initial Payments 

Solicited by the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center 

155. On or about October 13, 2007, and continuing through April 30, 2008, in 

the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center on 

behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having devised and 

intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers, and for obtaining money or 

property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, transmitted 
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or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, writings, signs, signals, and 

pictures for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: Defendant Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center falsely promised plaintiff Myers that his physical and emotional ailments would be 

alleviated through a Dahn Yoga annual membership, "Shimsung" class, and "Initial Awakening" 

session, knowing that those services would not improve plaintiff Myers' physical and emotional 

ailments and that the true purpose of those services was to manipulate plaintiff Myers through 

the use of thought reform and cause him to purchase additional Dahn Organization "training" 

classes; obtained payment from plaintiff Myers in the amount of $1,295.00 for those services; 

and upon information and belief caused that payment to be transferred over interstate wire 

communications from an Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in the name of defendant 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center to a Mesa, Arizona, bank account of defendant DHYC, in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343. 

b. Racketeering Act Two (Mail Fraud) - Promotional Materials 

156. Beginning on a date unknown but at least from October 2007 through at 

least August 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendant Dahn Yoga 

Health Centers, Inc., on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, 

having devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and 

others, and for obtaining money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, 

representations, and promises, placed in the United States mail and private and commercial 

interstate carriers matters and things for the purpose of executing that scheme or artifice to 

defraud, and defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center took and received those matters and things 

therefrom, to wit: Defendant Dahn Yoga Health Centers, Inc., sent through the United States 

mail and private and commercial interstate carriers to defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center 

marketing pamphlets and fliers, instructional materials, and writings intended to promote and 
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facilitate the Dahn Organization's scheme to defraud plaintiff Myers and others, in violation of 

18U.S.C. § 1341. 

c. Racketeering Act Three (Wire Fraud) - Internet 

Communications 

157. From at least October 13, 2007, and continuing through at least August 

2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting NJ, 

Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc., Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Tao Fellowship, Dahn 

Foundation, and HSP Ranch, Inc., on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and 

Ilchi Lee, having devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers, 

and for obtaining money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, 

and promises, transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, 

writings, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or 

artifice, to wit: Defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting NJ, Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, 

Inc., Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Tao Fellowship, Dahn Foundation, and HSP Ranch, Inc., 

maintained an interconnected system of Internet websites, built and accessed through the use of 

interstate telephone and telecommunication lines, and used by plaintiff Myers to learn about 

Dahn Yoga and the teachings of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization, that falsely promised that 

individuals who paid money to learn and practice Ilchi Lee's "Brain Wave Vibration," "Brain 

Respiration," and other methods and teachings, would experience health benefits, be able to 

"become one" with the universe, and be able to heal others, when if fact none of those claims 

was true, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343. 

d. Racketeering Act Four (Wire Fraud) - Intranet 

Communications 

158. From at least October 13, 2007 and continuing through at least August 

2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendants Ilchi Lee, Dahn World, BR 
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Consulting NJ, Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc., Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, and Tao 

Fellowship, on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having 

devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers, and for obtaining 

money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, 

transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, writings, signs, 

signals, pictures, and sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: 

Defendants Ilchi Lee, Dahn World, BR Consulting NJ, Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc., 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, and Tao Fellowship maintained and communicated over a 

common password-protected Intranet systems called BRMnet and JJAN, built and accessed 

through the use of interstate telephone and telecommunication lines, for the purpose of 

exchanging information about plaintiff Myers and others that was later used by the Dahn 

Organization to further indoctrinate them and convince them to pay for additional fraudulent 

Dahn Organization services; as well as to coordinate the efforts by Dahn Center employees, 

including plaintiff Myers, to spread the false teachings of Ilchi Lee, enlist new members, and 

raise funds for the ultimate benefit of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization, in violation of 18 

U.S.C. § 1343. 

e. Racketeering Act Five (Wire Fraud) - Telephone Conferences 

159. From at least October 13, 2007 and continuing through at least August 

2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendants Ilchi Lee, Dahn World, BR 

Consulting NJ, Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health Centers, Inc., Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, and Tao 

Fellowship, on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having 

devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers, and for obtaining 

money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, 

transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, signals and 
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sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: Individuals employed by and 

affiliated with defendants Ilchi Lee, Dahn World, BR Consulting NJ, Inc., Dahn Yoga & Health 

Centers, Inc., Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, and Tao Fellowship held frequent interstate 

telephone conferences using a toll-free number to discuss efforts of Dahn Center employees and 

Interns, including plaintiff Myers, to achieve their "Visions", i.e., to spread the false teachings of 

Ilchi Lee, enlist new members, and raise fimds for the ultimate benefit of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn 

Organization, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343. 

f. Racketeering Act Six (Wire Fraud) - Healing Sessions 

160. On or about December 22, 2007 and continuing through at least January 

21, 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga 

Center on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having devised 

and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and others, and for 

obtaining money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and 

promises, transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, 

writings, signs, signals, and pictures for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: 

Defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center falsely promised plaintiff Myers that his physical and 

emotional ailments would be alleviated through eleven "healing sessions" that purported to 

dislodge imaginary "energy blockages" causing his ailments, and convinced plaintiff Myers to 

pay $2,000 for those sessions knowing that those sessions would not improve plaintiff Myers1 

ailments, and upon information and belief caused plaintiff Myers' payment to be transferred over 

interstate wire communications from an Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in the name of 

defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center to a Mesa, Arizona, bank account of defendant Dahn 

Yoga and Health Centers, Inc., in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343. 
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g. Racketeering Act Seven (Wire Fraud) - DahnMunDo School 

161. On or about May 23, 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and 

elsewhere, defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC, and Tao Fellowship on behalf of 

and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having devised and intended to 

devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and others, and for obtaining money or 

property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, transmitted 

or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, writings, signs, signals, and 

pictures for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: Defendants Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC, and Tao Fellowship fraudulently caused plaintiff Myers to pay 

$4,580 for a "HSP Technology DahnMuDo" school at the Sedona Ilchi Meditation Center and/or 

the Sedona Mago Retreat Center in Sedona, Arizona, that falsely purported to teach students a 

fictional martial art that enabled them to use "life energy" to heal themselves and achieve total 

balance by synchronizing their minds and body functions harmoniously in accordance with the 

natural cycles of the universe, when in fact none of those claims was true, and upon information 

and belief caused plaintiff Myers1 payment to be transferred over interstate wire communications 

from an Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in the name of defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga 

Center to a bank account of defendant Tao Fellowship in the State of Arizona, in violation of 18 

U.S.C. § 1343. 

h. Racketeering Act Eight (Wire Fraud) - Tao Holistic Healing 

Program 

162. On or about March 4, 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and 

elsewhere, defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC, and Tao Fellowship on behalf of 

and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having devised and intended to 

devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and others, and for obtaining money or 
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property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, transmitted 

or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, writings, signs, signals, and 

pictures for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: Defendants Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center, Dahn Yoga and Health Centers, Inc., and Tao Fellowship fraudulently 

caused plaintiff Myers to pay $6,500 for a "Tao Holistic Healing" program at the Sedona Mago 

Retreat Center in Sedona, Arizona, that falsely purported to teach students how to heal physical 

and emotional ailments of themselves and others through exercise and instruction on "universal 

energy principles," when in fact none of those claims were true, and upon information and belief 

caused plaintiff Myers1 payment to be transferred over interstate wire communications from an 

Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in the name of defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center to 

bank accounts of defendants DYHC and Tao Fellowship in the State of Arizona, in violation of 

18U.S.C. § 1343. 

i. Racketeering Act Nine (Wire Fraud) - Power Brain Method 

163. On or about May 23, 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and 

elsewhere, defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and Dahn Yoga 

and Health Centers, Inc., on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, 

having devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and 

others, and for obtaining money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, 

representations, and promises, transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in 

interstate commerce, writings, signs, signals, and pictures for the purpose of executing such 

scheme or artifice, to wit: Defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center 

and Dahn Yoga and Health Centers, Inc., fraudulently caused plaintiff Myers to pay $980 for a 

"Power Brain Method" program at a Dahn Yoga Center located in Bethesda, Maryland, that 

falsely purported to teach students how to optimize their use of their brains by synergistically 
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removing conflicts between modules and functions of the brain, when in fact none of those 

claims was true, and upon information and belief caused plaintiff Myers' payment to be 

transferred over interstate wire communications from an Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in 

the name of defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center to a bank account of defendant DYHC in 

the State of Arizona, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §1343. 

j. Racketeering Act Ten (Wire Fraud) - Chunhwa Meditation 

Tour 

164. On or about June 12, 2008, in the Eastern District of Virginia and 

elsewhere, defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC, and 

HSP Ranch, Inc., on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee, having 

devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud plaintiff Myers and others, and 

for obtaining money or property by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and 

promises, transmitted or caused to be transmitted by means of wire in interstate commerce, 

writings, signs, signals, and pictures for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, to wit: 

Defendants Ilchi Lee, BR Consulting, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Dahn Yoga and Health 

Centers, Inc., and HSP Ranch, Inc., fraudulently caused plaintiff Myers to pay $1,537 for a 

"Chunhwa Meditation Tour" at the HSP Ranch (a.k.a. HSP Earth Village) in Vanderhoof, British 

Columbia, Canada, a training program guided by Ilchi Lee that falsely purported to provide 

healing power and enable students to become one with the universe through the five steps of 

defendant Ilchi Lee's "Brain Education System Training," and teach students how to optimize 

their use of their brains by synergistically removing conflicts between modules and functions of 

the brain, when in fact none of those claims was true, and upon information and belief caused 

plaintiff Myers' payment to be transferred over interstate and international wire communications 

from an Alexandria, Virginia, bank account in the name of defendant Alexandria Dahn Yoga 
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Center to bank accounts of defendant DYHC in Arizona and of HSP Ranch, Inc., in Canada, in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. §1343. 

165. As a result of defendants1 conduct and actions, plaintiff Myers has been 

injured in his business or property, has suffered damages, and will continue to suffer damages in 

the future. 

COUNT TWO 

(Violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d)) 

(All Defendants) 

166. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 165 as if fully set forth herein. 

167. From approximately October 2007 through August 2008, defendants llchi 

Lee, Dahn World, Co., Ltd., BR Consulting, DYHC, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Tao 

Fellowship, Dahn Foundation, and HSP Ranch, Inc., on behalf of and for the benefit of the Dahn 

Organization and llchi Lee, in the Eastern District of Virginia and elsewhere, together with other 

persons not currently known to plaintiff, being persons as defined by 18 U.S.C. § 1961(a)(3) 

employed by and associated with the Dahn Organization, which was engaged in, and the 

activities of which affected, interstate and foreign commerce, did knowingly and intentionally 

conspire and agree to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), that is, to conduct and participate, directly and 

indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of the Dahn Organization through a pattern of 

racketeering activity, that is, through the commission of the racketeering acts specified in Count I 

of this Complaint, among others, and as defined by 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961(1) and 1961(5). 

168. As part of the conspiracy, defendants llchi Lee, Dahn World Co., Ltd., BR 

Consulting, DYHC, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, Tao Fellowship, Dahn Foundation, and HSP 

Ranch, Inc., did agree that they and their coconspirators would commit at least two of the acts of 
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racketeering activity set forth in paragraphs 155 through 164 above, which amounted to a pattern 

of racketeering activity in the conduct of the affairs of the Dahn Organization, all in violation of 

Title 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). 

169. As a result of defendants' conduct and actions, plaintiff Myers has been 

injured in his business or property, has suffered damages, and will continue to suffer damages in 

the future. 

COUNT THREE 

(Violations of 29 U.S.C. § 206) 

(Defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC) 

170. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1-169 as if fully set forth herein. 

171. Defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC are enterprises 

engaged in commerce for the purposes of 29 U.S.C. § 206(a). Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and 

DYHC are members of the Dahn Organization, an international and nationwide association-in-

fact of companies and individuals. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center is operated by and/or affiliated 

with defendant DYHC, an Arizona corporation. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center buys and sells 

goods in interstate commerce, including instructional books and other media, which are produced 

and marketed by and for DYHC and other members of the Dahn Organization. Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center and DYHC market their services nationwide, through their agents' actual presence 

in other States, the distribution of advertising materials in other States, and over the internet. 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC otherwise engages in interstate communications with 

members of the Dahn Organization, sending and receiving information related to its business 

enterprise. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC also require their employees to travel 
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among the several States to attend meetings, seminars, and other business-related undertakings as 

a condition of their employment. 

172. Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC employed plaintiff Myers from 

approximately March 2008 to August 2008. 

173. Plaintiff Myers often received no compensation for certain time spent 

working for Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC. Uncompensated work performed by 

plaintiff Myers for the benefit of Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC and the Dahn 

Organization included but was not limited to: 

a) Reporting to Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center before normal business hours 

to clean and perform administrative tasks; 

b) Communicating with other Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC 

employees and attending meetings both at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, at affiliated Dahn 

Yoga centers in Virginia, Maryland, Washington D.C. and elsewhere to discuss and assist in 

efforts to recruit new customers, advertising, and revenue goals; 

c) Actively recruiting and soliciting new customers to join the Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC in organized recruitment campaigns; 

d) Remaining at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center after normal business 

hours to attend work-related programs, special trainings, and meetings; 

e) Organizing and staffing various off-site retreats and programs sponsored 

by Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC, and other members of the Dahn Organization, 

including two Shim Sung retreats and a YEHA gathering; and 

f) Traveling to, and attending training while in, Sedona, Arizona, and 

elsewhere. 
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The activities described above and other uncompensated work activities are 

collectively referred to herein as "Uncompensated Work Activities." 

174. At all relevant times, Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC suffered 

or permitted plaintiff Myers to perform Uncompensated Work Activities for the financial benefit 

of Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center, DYHC and other members of the Dahn Organization. Plaintiff 

Myers' performance of Uncompensated Work Activities was considered a condition of plaintiff 

Myers1 employment both by defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC and by 

plaintiff Myers. 

175. The Uncompensated Work Activities performed by plaintiff Myers 

included various lectures, meetings, trainings, and other similar activities. Defendants 

Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC required plaintiff Myers' attendance at all Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center-related lectures, meetings, and trainings. Moreover, Alexandria Dahn Yoga 

Center and DYHC led plaintiff Myers to believe that his present working conditions and the 

continuance of his employment would be adversely affected if he failed to attend such lectures, 

meetings, and trainings. 

176. Plaintiff Myers received verbal instructions from his Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center Maters, and other supervisors not to include Uncompensated Work Activities when 

recording the number of hours worked on a particular day or in a particular pay period. 

177. The prevailing minimum wages for the relevant period were $5.85 an hour 

for time worked prior to July 24, 2008, and $6.55 an hour for time worked on and after July 24, 

2008. Plaintiff Myers was also promised compensation at the rate of $9.00 an hour for regularly 

worked hours. In performing Uncompensated Work Activities and other similar functions, 

plaintiff Myers was consistently paid at a rate less than the prevailing minimum wage and well 

less than his promised compensation, as he was not paid at all. 
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COUNT FOUR 

(Violation of 29 U.S.C. § 207) 

(Defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC) 

178. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 177 as if fully set forth herein. 

179. During the course of plaintiff Myers' employment with Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center and DYHC, plaintiff Myers consistently worked in excess of forty hours per 

workweek, working, on average, approximately 12 to 19 hours per day, 5 or 6 days per week. 

On a typical work day, plaintiff Myers arrived at the Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center at 

approximately 5:00 a.m. or 6:00 a.m. and left after 8:30 p.m. On many days plaintiff Myers 

worked even longer hours in order to attend work-related programs and special trainings. 

180. Except for short breaks, all of plaintiff Myers1 time spent at the Alexandria 

Dahn Yoga Center constituted "work" under applicable laws and regulations. The hours worked 

by plaintiff Myers included both time for which he was compensated and time spent performing 

Uncompensated Work Activities. 

181. While he worked for Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC, plaintiff 

Myers was employed at a regular hourly rate of $9.00. Thus, one and one-half times plaintiff 

Myers' regular hourly rate was $13.50 (the "Overtime Rate"). Despite consistently working in 

excess of forty hours per workweek, plaintiff Myers often did not receive compensation at or 

over his Overtime Rate for hours worked in excess of forty hours per workweek. 

COUNT FIVE 

(Violation of Va. Code § 59.1-196 et seq.) 

(All Defendants) 
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182. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 181 as if fully set forth herein. 

183. Defendants are suppliers of consumer goods and services within the 

meaning of Virginia Code § 59.1-198. Defendants advertised, sold, and offered to sell or license 

certain services to plaintiff Myers, including exercise and meditation sessions, "healing" 

sessions, instruction in the principles and ideology espoused by Ilchi Lee and the Dahn 

Organization, and training courses and seminars to "qualify" plaintiff Myers to teach others the 

exercise, meditation, healing, and principles and ideology of Ilchi Lee and the Dahn 

Organization. Defendants also advertised, sold, and offered to sell certain goods to plaintiff 

Myers, including objects, books, and other media related to Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization 

and their exercise and meditation techniques and principles and ideology. 

184. The advertised purpose of these services and goods was to improve the 

physical and mental health of the consumer. The services and goods were to be used, and in fact 

were used, primarily for plaintiff Myers1 personal purposes. As such, the advertisement, sale, 

and offers of sale or license of services and goods by defendants to plaintiff Myers constituted 

consumer transactions within the meaning of Va. Code § 59.1-198. 

185. Defendants committed fraudulent acts and practices in connection with 

their consumer transactions with plaintiff Myers, as described above and including but not 

limited to: 

a) Misrepresenting the affiliation, connection, and association that the 

services and goods offered by defendants had with Ilchi Lee and the Dahn Organization. 

Through their internet site, print advertising, and by word-of-mouth solicitation, defendants 

represented that Ilchi Lee was not personally involved in the operations of the various Dahn 

Organization entities. These representations were untrue. 
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b) Misrepresenting the affiliation, connection, and association between the 

services and goods offered by defendants, and reputable medical, educational, and religious 

organizations. Defendants represented that their methods of exercise and meditation have been 

researched and endorsed by such institutions as the University of California Irvine's Institute for 

Brain Aging and Dementia, Weill Cornell Medical College, and Harvard University. Defendants 

also claimed that Ilchi Lee has been recognized by the United Nations as a preeminent religious 

leader for his work promoting Dahnhak and that he held an advanced degree certifying him as a 

doctor. These assertions were untrue. 

c) Misrepresenting that defendants' services and goods carried certain health-

related characteristics, uses, and benefits. The defendants' advertisements, instructional 

materials, and employees continuously espoused the health benefits of the Dahn Organization's 

techniques such as "Brain Respiration" and "Brain Wave Vibration," claiming, for example, that 

the Dahn exercise and meditation regimen can heal various diseases, ranging from paralysis to 

allergies. In particular, defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and DYHC, through their 

employees and agents, told plaintiff Myers that their services would heal the chronic pain that he 

suffered in his shoulder and other joints. Those assertions were not true. 

d) Advertising its services and goods with the intent not to sell them as 

advertised. Defendants advertise that their services and goods result in improved physical, 

mental, spiritual, and emotional well-being. In fact, defendants' services and goods offer no 

physical, mental, spiritual or emotional benefit. Rather, they are designed to systematically 

indoctrinate defendants' customers in the Dahn Organization's principles and ideology, all solely 

for the financial benefit of the Dahn Organization and Ilchi Lee. 

e) Using other means of deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, and 

misrepresentation to entice plaintiff Myers to purchase defendants' services and goods. As 
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described above, defendants' "business plan" (or "Vision") is dependent upon the exertion of 

undue influence and the use of thought reform techniques to deceive people into purchasing 

worthless services and goods. Nearly all the purchases made by plaintiff Myers were made 

while he was suffering the effects of undue influence and thought reform techniques used by the 

Dahn Organization. 

186. Defendants committed these and other fraudulent acts and practices 

willfully and with knowledge that they were fraudulent. 

187. As a result of defendants' fraudulent acts and practices in conjunction with 

plaintiff Myers' purchase of services and goods, plaintiff Myers has suffered damages, and will 

continue to suffer damages in the future. 

COUNT SIX 

(Fraud) 

(All Defendants) 

188. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 187 as if fully set forth herein. 

189. Defendants knowingly and intentionally made false representations of 

material facts to plaintiff Myers by, among other things: 

a) Representing that the Dahn Organization Centers, programs and retreats 

offered exercise and healing techniques designed to improve the overall physical and mental 

health of members; 

b) Representing that the "Masters" and other instructors at the Dahn Centers 

and programs had specialized training and experience in diagnosing and treating physical, 

mental, and spiritual problems; 
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c) Representing that Ilchi Lee was an "Enlightened Master" and was working 

toward a goal of harmony and world peace; and 

d) Claiming that the money plaintiff Myers and others paid for programs, 

retreats and training would be used for the purpose of bringing health, healing, and peace to 

members and Dahn Organization to the people of the world. 

190. Defendants made these false representations maliciously and with the 

specific intent to mislead plaintiff Myers and convince him to devote all of his resources (money, 

energy, and time) to the Dahn Organization. 

191. Due to defendants' psychological manipulation and use of thought reform 

techniques, plaintiff Myers reasonably relied on defendants' false representations when he paid 

for and participated in the Dahn Organization classes, programs, and retreats described above. 

Plaintiff Myers1 participation in those activities allowed defendants to further manipulate and 

indoctrinate him into the Dahn Organization, and he therefore reasonably relied upon the 

defendants' misrepresentations when he borrowed against lines of credit, abandoned his full-time 

job and benefits, and devoted his full time, attention, and effort to the Dahn Organization without 

reasonable compensation. 

192. As a result of defendants' intentional fraud, plaintiff Myers has suffered 

and continues to suffer emotional, psychological, physical, and monetary damages. 

COUNT SEVEN 

(Unjust Enrichment Obtained through Undue Influence) 

(All Defendants) 

193. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 192 as if fully set forth herein. 
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194. As a result of defendants' psychological manipulation and indoctrination, 

as set forth above, plaintiff Myers was coercively induced to, among other things: 

a) Give all of his savings and available income from his job with the City of 

Alexandria, cash in his retirement account, take and borrow money to purchase and 

attend Dahn training classes, programs and retreats and purchase Dahn merchandise. 

b) Work excessive hours assisting in the operation of Dahn Centers in the 

Washington, D.C. area without reasonable compensation. 

195. Plaintiff Myers' expenditures of money, time, and effort on behalf of the 

Dahn Organization were benefits that were conferred upon defendants, who knew about the 

benefits and the means by which they were procured, and yet accepted and retained those 

benefits. 

196. Defendants have been unjustly enriched by receiving plaintiff Myers1 

money, time, energy, and effort in circumstances in which it is inequitable for defendants to 

retain those benefits without paying for their full and complete value. 

197. Under recognized principles of law and equity, defendants should be 

required to disgorge all of the money paid to them by plaintiff Myers in order to participate in 

Dahn classes, programs, and retreats and to purchase worthless goods sold by the Dahn 

Organization. Under recognized principles of law and equity, defendants should be required to 

pay plaintiff Myers reasonable compensation for all the work he performed assisting in the 

operation of Dahn Centers and performing other activities for the Dahn Organization and Ilchi 

Lee without adequate compensation. 

COUNT EIGHT 

(Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

(All Defendants) 
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198. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1-197 as if fully set forth herein. 

199. Defendants' conduct, as described above, was malicious, intentional, and 

done specifically for the purpose of recruiting and indoctrinating plaintiff Myers into the Dahn 

Organization so that defendants could perpetuate their fraudulent scheme to defraud plaintiff 

Myers and others for the financial benefit of Ilchi Lee. 

200. Defendants' conduct in using thought reform techniques, including the 

mental and physical "exercises" that plaintiff Myers endured as part of his indoctrination into the 

Dahn Organization, was outrageous and intolerable. 

201. Plaintiff Myers suffered severe physical, psychological, and emotional 

distress as a direct result of defendants' extreme and outrageous conduct. Defendants so 

damaged plaintiff Myers' psyche that he required the assistance of a trained professional 

interventionist to release him from the influence of the Dahn Organization. 

202. As a result of defendants' conduct, plaintiff Myers has suffered and 

continues to suffer damages, including substantial and ongoing medical costs. 

COUNT NINE 

(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress) 

(AH Defendants) 

203. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1- 202 as if fully set forth herein. 

204. At a minimum, defendants were negligent in exercising undue influence to 

indoctrinate plaintiff Myers into the Dahn Organization. 
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205. Defendants' conduct directly caused plaintiff Myers to suffer severe 

psychological and emotional distress in that he became severely impaired in his ability to think 

independently and logically while under defendants' influence. 

206. While suffering from defendants' undue influence over him, plaintiff 

Myers fervently believed that the Dahn Organization and the teachings and practices of Ilchi Lee 

could heal his physical pains, and as a result, engaged in the physically demanding "exercises" 

that were part of the Dahn Organization's thought control techniques but which actually caused 

direct physical harm to plaintiff Myers' neck, shoulder, and back. 

207. Plaintiff Myers has suffered and continues to suffer damages as a result of 

defendants' conduct, including substantial and ongoing medical costs. 

COUNT TEN 

(Breach of Fiduciary Duty) 

(All Defendants) 

208. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates the factual allegations contained in the 

above paragraphs 1 - 207 as if fully set forth herein. 

209. By using the thought reform techniques described above and recruiting 

plaintiff Myers to become a Dahn "Master-in-Training," defendants owed to their trainee, 

plaintiff Myers, common law fiduciary duties of good faith, loyalty, and honesty. 

210. As described above, defendants have breached their fiduciary duties to 

plaintiff Myers by, among other things: 

a) Purposely misleading plaintiff Myers about the nature of the Dahn 

Organization and Ilchi Lee; 
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b) Falsely and fraudulently diagnosing and purporting to treat physical, 

psychological, and spiritual problems that they represented plaintiff Myers to have, even though 

they had no training or experience that would qualify them to diagnose and treat such problems; 

c) Falsely and fraudulently concealing from plaintiff Myers the true purpose 

of the Dahn Organization, which was simply to raise money for the personal purposes of Ilchi 

Lee; and 

d) Intentionally and willfully causing extreme physical and emotional pain 

and distress in plaintiff Myers as a means of manipulating him into giving more money, and 

devoting all of his time and energy to the Dahn Organization. 

211. As a result of defendants' breaches of their fiduciary duties, plaintiff 

Myers has suffered and continues to suffer damages. 

III. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff Myers respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment in his 

favor and award him the following relief: 

1. Compensatory and consequential damages against all defendants, jointly and 

severally, under Counts One, Two, and Five through Ten, in an amount to be determined at trial, 

but not less than $250,000; 

2. Compensatory and consequential damages against defendants Alexandria Dahn 

Yoga Center and DYHC, jointly and severally, under Counts Three and Four, in an amount to be 

determined at trial; 

3. Under Counts One, Two and Five, threefold the damages sustained by plaintiff 

Myers as a result of the defendants' acts and omissions, in an amount to be determined at trial 

and entered against all defendants, jointly and severally; 
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4. Under Count Six, punitive damages in the amount of $350,000 against all 

defendants, jointly and severally; 

5. Under Count Seven, disgorgement of all payments and benefits conferred upon 

defendants by plaintiff Myers, in an amount to be determined at trial and entered against all 

defendants, jointly and severally; 

6. Under Counts Eight and Nine, damages sustained by plaintiff Myers for severe 

emotional and physical distress and psychological trauma in an amount to be determined at trial 

and entered against all defendants, jointly and severally; 

7. Under Count Eight, punitive damages in the amount of $350,000 against all 

defendants, jointly and severally; 

8. Attorneys' fees and costs against all defendants, jointly and severally; 

9. Attorneys' fees and costs against defendants Alexandria Dahn Yoga Center and 

DYHC, jointly and severally, under Counts Three and Four; and 

Any other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper, or as to which plaintiff 

Myers may show he is entitled at trial. 

IV. JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff Myers hereby demands a jury on all issues so triable. 

Dated: February 16,2010 Respectfully submitted, 

Jenifer AOShort (VSB #39702) 

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 

1600 Tysons Blvd., Suite 700 

McLean, Virginia 22102 

703-720-8600 (phone) 

703-720-8610 (fax) 

j enni fer. short@hkl aw. com 
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John S. Irving, IV 

Thomas J. Mclntosh (VSB #77059) 

HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 

2099 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 100 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

202-955-3000 (phone) 

202-955-5564 (fax) 

john.irving@hklaw.com 

thomas.mcintosh@hklaw.com 
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